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Swedish consortium to develop
AI-powered ship support system
A Swedish project to expand research and development into
a new AI- powered, semi-autonomous system for planning and
executing more energy efficient sea voyages is underway.

S

hip propulsion optimisation expert Lean Marine
and AI-application developer Molflow have been
collaborating with academics from
Chalmers University of Technology
in Gothenburg to develop a new AI
(artificial intelligence) powered,
semi-autonomous system for planning and executing more energy efficient sea voyages since the project
commenced in August 2020.
The new project, known as the Via
Kaizen project, is funded by the
Swedish Transport Administration,
Trafikverket and is being coordinated
by CIT Industriell Energi AB.
Lean Marine’s FuelOpt and Fleet
Analytics technology and Molflow’s
Slipstream technology enable a higher degree of digitalisation and
automation in vessel operations. The
‘on top’ propulsion automation system FuelOpt optimises the propulsion line dynamically, in real-time,
based on orders given by the AI system that has been developed within
the scope of the Via Kaizen project.
In addition, the FuelOpt system
gathers data from the AI system and
other signals onboard. The vast
amount of vessel data collected is
then fed into Lean Marine’s cloudbased performance management
platform Fleet Analytics where it
will be shared with Molflow’s vessel
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modelling system, Slipstream.
“In the Via Kaizen project,
Slipstream will be trained on ship
data available from Lean Marine’s
Fleet Analytics platform and will
describe the vessel performance in
different conditions with deep
learning technologies,” said Joakim
Möller, founder of Molflow. “Our
Slipstream system will then be able
to determine, given the constraints
of the route and the ship, the
most energy efficient voyage and

calculate the commands that need
to be set to reach the destination
with the least possible amount of
fuel consumed.”
Linus Ideskog, director of development at Lean Marine, explained:
“Once ‘the perfect simulated journey’
is determined, FuelOpt steps in and
creates an interface between the captain and the AI-based voyage planning solution, empowering them to
cooperate and execute the voyage
accordingly. FuelOpt will act as a key
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enabler in AI-powered voyages thanks to
its ability to automatically and directly
optimise the propulsion line based on commands set by the captain and/or sent by
the AI voyage optimisation solution, in
this case from SlipStream.”
From an academic perspective, naval
architect researchers at the Chalmers
University of Technology are working in
close collaboration with Lean Marine and
Molflow on the development of new methods, models, and algorithms. Researchers
from social anthropology and human
factors at Gothenburg University and
Linnaeus University are conducting
research on what happens to practices
onboard and ashore as the new technology
is implemented.
The Swedish Shipowners’ Association
is also participating in the project, providing vital insights and input from the
Swedish shipping industry and by contributing to the dissemination of research
findings and development information to
the Swedish maritime industry.
In addition to the project partners, a trio
of shipowners and operators are involved
in the Via Kaizen project, including chemi-

Lean Marine’s FuelOpt system will assist AI-powered voyages thanks to its ability
to automatically and directly optimise the propulsion line based on commands
set by the captain and/or sent by the AI voyage optimisation solution
cal/product tanker owner and operator,
Rederiet Stenersen and pure car and truck
carrier (PCTC) owner and operator, UECC.
By offering their vessels for technology

METIS lands Neptune Lines fleet deal
for AI-powered analytics
www.metis.tech
www.neptunelines.com
METIS Cyberspace Technology has
secured a fleet-wide contract from
Neptune Lines to implement its data acquisition and advanced analytics platform in a
first commitment to deploy the power of
AI in vessel management by a Pure Car &
Truck Carrier operator.
Neptune Lines PCTCs feature METIS
Ship Connect - the automated data acquisition solution whose accuracy is approved
by Lloyd’s Register.
The METIS platform uses a network of
Wireless Intelligent Collectors to harvest
machinery, navigation and operational
data regardless of equipment supplier. Its
ship performance analysis also integrates
AIS data, data fetched from vessels’ daily /
arrival / departure regular reporting, and

weather forecasts to provide services such
as automated noon reporting, analysis of
technical and operational domains and
weather-related reporting.
Outputs include live dashboards showing the condition of main engines, diesel
generators, ballast water treatment systems and other machinery as well as power
and fuel consumption. However, the
METIS platform also allows Neptune Lines
management to visualise KPIs such as
power vs speed under the full ship speed
range and in all weathers using machine
learning models and run ‘what if’ routing
scenarios to weigh up consequences for
fuel and arrival times. Managers can even
measure performance against Charter
Party Agreements.
“As a leading finished vehicle logistics
provider active across more than 40 ports,
Neptune Lines forms an integral part of the
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and product validations, they will enable
onboard testing, and the results will be
directly evaluated within the scope of the
project.
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METIS has secured a fleet-wide contract from Neptune Lines to implement
its data acquisition and advanced analytics platform
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automotive industry’s downstream supply
chain”, said Nikos Paterakis, Neptune’s
chief operating officer. “Over the past few
years, IoT devices and NLP technology
through the data they collect became key
drivers of higher operational efficiency
which at the end leads to better performance for the customers for the logistics
industry. It is time for shipping to quickly
adapt to the changes, enwrap the new technologies and get to the next performance
level with the sophistication and service
quality demanded in our times.”
Neptune Lines will benefit from additional customised functionality from
METIS including continuous speed profile
optimisation across its Mediterranean,
North Europe and Black Sea routes, emissions indicator monitoring and antifouling
coatings
performance
assessment.
Generator operations in port will also be
scrutinised to minimise power consumption and emissions.
“Neptune Lines is a new customer and
the PCTC sector is a new vessel type for
METIS, but the ability of AI to empower
shipping companies in their journey
towards digital transformation is fully
applicable to all kinds of vessel,” commented Mike Konstantinidis, CEO, METIS.
“Round the clock data acquisition from all
available sources provides a rich, high-resolution picture of ship performance rather
than a patchwork of inconsistent datasets.
As the industry’s only end-to-end platform
powered by AI, the true value of the
METIS solution is cumulative; applied
fleet-wide its benefits add up to more than
the sum of its individual technical, operational and cost gains.”
Three years after launch, METIS data
acquisition and analytics has been implemented on nearly 250 ships and is measuring 2.5 billion performance data points
monthly.
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eLearning and shipping’s digital transformation:
an interview with Manish Singh
Manish Singh sits at the helm of one of the leading maritime learning and technology companies, the Ocean
Technologies Group. Having been appointed in Dec’19 as the Group’s CEO, Manish plans to shape the company’s
strategy for eLearning and technologies with the help of committed backing from Oakley Capital who brought
the businesses together in mid-2019. Digital Ship spoke with Manish Singh, a Master Mariner himself,
about his vision for the Group and how the global pandemic has shaped his immediate plans.

M

anish Singh has spent much
of his life around ships.
Growing up with frequent
voyages accompanying his
seafaring father, he then went to spend a
decade at sea as a mariner, qualifying as a
Master Mariner. His maritime career spans
over 25 years, of which the last 17 were in
ship management and marine services.
Before taking the helm at Ocean Technologies Group, Manish held various senior
roles with leading ship manager and services provider V. Group. During a short
sabbatical in 2018, Manish observed the
creation of a new digital space and a convergence of technologies designed to
improve ship operations, and he decided
this new digital era was something he
wanted to be part of.
In particular, he had his sights set on
joining one of the largest digital solution
providers to the maritime industry. In
December 2019, he became CEO of the
Ocean Technologies Group, an organisation comprising businesses in learning Seagull Maritime, Videotel, Marlins, and
Maritime Training Services (MTS); and
technology – COEX and Tero Marine. He
took up the position shortly after news that
private equity firm Oakley Capital had
acquired majority stakes in Videotel and
Seagull, and committed a further $30 million investment to fund continuing development of the courseware and technology
businesses in the Group.
Manish told Digital Ship that he was
impressed with what Oakley Capital had
achieved in bringing the businesses together and their commitment to driving innovation in maritime. So, he approached
Oakley to explore the digitalisation opportunity further and at the end of last year he
joined the Group as CEO with the aim to
strengthen its strategy for eLearning and
operational technologies.
The Group currently has over one million users across its eLearning suites,
accounting for two thirds of active seafar-

ers globally and around 20,000+ installations. Manish told us, “With our industry
experience, user reach and commitment to
invest – we want to deliver true digitalisation in maritime learning and operations
that is ubiquitous across vessel types and
reaches every seafarer.”

COVID-19 and the
rise of eLearning
For Manish, no sooner had he joined the
Ocean Technologies Group, COVID-19 hit
and had an immediate influence on many
of his plans.
“As soon as I had started visiting various customers around the world, the coronavirus pandemic struck, and I’ve been
forced to embrace meeting with many of
our customers virtually for the last several
months. Despite having to remotely collaborate, we have many shared success stories
of improvising and innovating with our
customers to address unprecedented operational challenges they are facing. It doesn’t get more digital than that!” he told us.
“We are a digital business, so most
‘Oceaneers’ have been able to marshal on
regardless and are carrying on with their
responsibilities, as they were. We’re just trying to find quick solutions to the operational
problems our customers are facing,” he said.
One of these problems Manish drew attention to is the many inefficiencies in education and learning, which have been brought
to light over the pandemic. He believes that
the industry needs to focus efforts on developing advanced and sophisticated remote
learning technologies to improve knowledge and safety, not just throughout the
pandemic but for the long-term.
The Ocean Technologies Group is currently investing in new content and software development that further supports
eLearning and adds immersive learning
experiences such as virtual reality (VR) or
smartphone based digital delivery. New
software features are being added into platforms to make them more capable of sup-

porting an online learning approach. “Even
with lower broadband we are looking at
ways it can start to shape things. For example, giving seafarers the ability to download
content and use it on demand,” Manish
explained. Commenting on the $30 million
investment reported earlier, Manish said,
“We are continuing to invest and have the
will and the ability to go beyond that, for
developing solutions that our customers
and users need for the post-COVID world.”
Today, Ocean Technologies Group’s
typical customer is investing around ~10
per cent of its overall efforts into the training of seafarers via eLearning. Shipowners
and managers focus the other ~90 per cent
on classroom based and simulator-based
courses or via trainers mobilised across the
world to conduct classes onboard ships,
but according to Manish, “This blend of
eLearning and contact learning won’t be
maintainable in the future. I envisage substantial replacement of classroom learning
to remote learning, where this is practical
and effective.”
The pandemic has highlighted the need
for reducing the amount of time trainees
(and trainers) spend in a classroom environment, when they could teach the same
class from any location. Even without a
lockdown, Manish believes this approach
creates logistical difficulties that could easily be avoided. He believes efforts should
be focused on distance and remote learning methods, making use of currently
available technologies to do so. This will
ensure that the training time in classrooms
and simulators are better utilised for highest value-added training and for applying
the acquired learning.
“Fundamentally, the pandemic will
reshape what happens in terms of training
in the classroom and shipboard environment. A bigger per cent of blended learning
approach will be online. As a minimum I am
expecting a 25 per cent/75 per cent blend in
remote-learning and contact learning in the
next couple of years, ” he confirmed.

VR can be used to help provide an immersive learning experience. Image courtesy of Oakley Capital
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Manish Singh, CEO of the Ocean
Technologies Group
“We are designing virtual classrooms, a
concept we pioneered many years ago
through Videotel Academy and are now
investing further into. Now that inspections have not been able to take place
onboard ships, what we are missing is an
integrated virtual environment, which
allows for events to be tracked and recorded. We are now developing a virtual classroom environment that takes shipboard
colleagues, shore-based colleagues and
inspectors to a virtual environment or
audit room and that is then replicating
what they would have done in person on
the ship or in our customer’s offices or
training centres” he explained.
While virtual classrooms could facilitate
learning from any location or environment, it is important to make sure that
knowledge gained this way can be easily
translated into skills that can be applied in
the real world. According to Manish, a
combination of VR technology and simulation will facilitate this.
“One of the beauties of the classroom
environment is that there is a lot of applied
learning and peer to peer interaction. So,
for example, where we have found a lot of
benefit in a simulator-based training environment is where the user had learned
how to act as part of a team. We are trying
to replicate this with the use of VR technology where multi-party participants
come in and apply those skills.
Accordingly, we are exploring partnerships with blue-chip shore-based training
establishments to create better blended
learning for seafarers.”
To ensure that learning is both enjoyable and educational, Manish said seafarers studying modules under one of the
Group’s businesses complete a learning
and assessment stage before entering an
applied learning mode where they participate in a series of games that test their
response skills under a certain time
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requirement. “The idea is that we are generating the knowledge and then applying
the skills so that the user learns exactly
how to do things and acquires the technique to take into a real environment.”
As part of digitalisation of the learning
experience and to lead the Group’s long
term product roadmap, the Group has
appointed a chief product officer with a
wider technology and product experience
focus. Manish said that after examining the
gaming, software, media and other industries that are using cutting-edge technology
for customer interaction, it is largely undisputed that introducing gamification into
training experiences can improve learning.
“A lot of our new titles include a gamified scenario, for example, how to launch a
lifeboat or navigate through a tricky environment. It means that learners can apply
what they have learned to a given situation. We are now investing in the development of role-playing games in areas
such as bridge watchkeeping, collision
regulations, enclosed space entry etc. that
will demonstrate how effective this can
be,” he confirmed.
While games, virtual classrooms, VR
and simulation will play a significant role
in the future of educating mariners,
Manish said that it will very much be
focused on being integrated, not instead of
face-to-face learning. He believes we are
likely to see a, “bigger interaction between
the business level and the shore side
because there are some things that cannot
be simulated and have to be done in a real
environment.”

COVID-19: a catalyst
for digital adoption?
Some have cited that the pandemic has had
a positive effect on the industry’s accelerat-

ed adoption of digital technologies. Remote
inspections, surveys, maintenance, all of
which can be done via streaming, while
deliveries to ships using drone technology
and a huge number of online webinars indicate just some of the ways the industry has
adapted to cope with the pandemic.
As a result of COVID-19 and the push to
utilise remote support and assistance,
Manish believes that the industry will see a
faster response to incidents and events.
“This won’t necessarily be a technology
disruption but an acceleration in technology adoption”, he explained. He said that
companies will be looking to digitalise
much of their workflow to improve efficiency and cut wastage costs, but just having the right ship management system in
place is not enough. “The right workflows,
the document management, the record
keeping, these will all be just as important,” he said.
In addition to the Group’s investment in
eLearning businesses, Manish confirmed
that the Group is looking at the portfolio of
complementary technologies and ship
related software. Both fleet management
software company Tero Marine and Coex,
a company that provides document and
workflow management solutions to
improve collaboration within organisations have joined the Ocean Technologies
Group to increase the portfolio of solutions
offered. According to Manish, the pandemic has only further highlighted the critical importance of such partnerships and
collaborations in providing a wholly optimised approach to ship management and
operation. Ocean Technologies Group also
recently announced its acquisition of
Marlins, to further invest in and digitalise
this globally recognised market standard
for Maritime English and STCW courses

for Seafarers, delivered online and through
a network of over 250 approved global
test centers.
“Responding to the operational issues
raised during COVID, we will need rapid
improvisation and adoption based on
existing technologies. When we find operational improvements from such forced
improvisations, I don’t feel that there is
any going back from here. When it
becomes possible to go back to more normal ways of working, we will hold onto
more efficient ways of working that we
have learned from the pandemic.”
Manish also expects the rise in digital
collaboration and integration to correspond with a rise in the adoption of broadband at sea. “In the next couple of years, I
expect exponential growth of connectivity
between ship and shore. It has been possible for the last few years, but the pandemic will increase the potential to bridge technological distances. It will allow us to do so
much more in a connected way.
Connectivity will be used to provide
remote troubleshooting and operational
support more than ever,” he confirmed.

From reactive to
proactive
While the pandemic has brought a new
kind of disruption to the maritime industry, it has also driven new collaborations.
For instance, many different areas of the
industry have worked together to bring
stranded seafarers home.
“New vulnerabilities and the importance of collaborating with others is being
brought to light,” Manish said.
He believes that this reflects a new
approach to coordination, which will ultimately drive a more proactive approach to
potential crises.

Sperry Marine and DNV GL sign strategic
agreement on digitalisation
www.sperrymarine.com
www.dnvgl.com
Sperry Marine and DNV GL have signed a
strategic agreement to enable vessels to securely
share their navigation data for use in DNV GL's
digital classification services and obtain realtime class status of the navigation solutions.
The agreement seeks to improve process efficiency for class surveys covering the core elements of vessel navigation, through co-operation
on new digital solutions. It will help to streamline the class survey inspection process by giving
DNV GL access to data from the ship’s bridge,
which can be used to assess the condition of key
equipment and better understand hardware and
software performance.
“This agreement with DNV GL to provide
access to Sperry Marine’s secure digital bridge
platform will make our customers’ vessels more
efficient while also improving their safety at
sea,” said James Collett, managing director,
Sperry Marine. “DNV GL's digital class services
and extensive insight into maritime digital transformation will help to elevate the availability of
navigation bridge data, ensuring that together
we are positioned to deliver tangible operational
efficiencies to customers.”
SperrySphere is a new digital bridge platform
with securely integrated navigation and vessel

performance applications. It combines access to
smart navigation applications with a secure data
link to the navigation bridge equipment and fleet
operation centres on shore to improve safety and
reduce vessel operating costs.
“We are very pleased to partner with Sperry
Marine, who share our commitment to ensuring
that digitalisation in shipping, with all its benefits, is able to advance in a safe and reliable manner,” said Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen, CEO, DNV GL –
Maritime. “Data is a key future currency supplementing the safe and well-known practices on
which shipping relies. In enabling customers to
use data securely via the SperrySphere, we can
access and offer more class services digitally,
helping our customers to safely reduce costs and
optimise operations.”
SperrySphere provides both a ‘system of
products’ and a ‘system of systems’ approach to
smart shipping. The first element will integrate
navigation more deeply into vessel operations
through partnerships with third party providers
that enhance safety and drive efficiency.
The agreement with DNV GL characterises
the ‘system of systems’ approach where the
vessel’s operational technology is connected
to shoreside systems for monitoring and control
as well as optimisation and maintenance, with
data securely shared with selected customers
and partners.

“When we have a deadline, we tend to
mobilise as an industry. For example, with
the ECDIS deadline we worked towards it
gradually, but when you have a situation
like COVID where it is binary and totally
descends upon us, the industry has to
move a lot faster. This will stay in people’s
memories for a long time so will hopefully
move us to be more proactive.”

User experience
One of the Group’s key priorities moving
forward is delivering better user experience (UX).
“Over the years we have made incremental changes, but now in 2020 we know
a lot of consumption will happen via smart
phones, tablets, laptops, distance learning,
so we are changing our whole UX to be a
lot more user friendly. We see good UX as
key to adoption and engagement with our
software across both the learning and technology focused businesses.
He also confirmed that the company
will be looking into developing electronic
navigation, vessel management, and better
data management through blockchain and
managing seafarer data.
Manish also confirmed that Ocean
Technologies Group will continue to consider further acquisitions if these are complementary and help accelerate solutions
that the market requires. “We know we
have to enable new capabilities for our customers. Where we feel this can be achieved
by immediately combining acquired
expertise with our own, for the benefit for
our customers, this is where we will
explore new partnerships. These are not
necessarily acquisitions, but close technological partnerships with OEMs, other software providers, shore-based training centres etc,” he concluded.
DS

e5 Lab and partners complete
autonomous sailing tests in Tokyo Bay
www.e5ship.com
e5 Lab has successfully completed a large-scale proof of concept (PoC)
testing on the “ROBOSHIP Joint Value Creation Project” in waters off
Toyosu, Tokyo.
The project is based on the theme “What future can we create for ships
and the sea?” and involves 22 corporations across various industries and a
ship classification society as well as e5 Lab.
The test relied on cutting-edge high-speed offshore communication
technology to conduct remote-controlled operation of unmanned vessels
just off metropolitan Tokyo. Its success promises an exciting future for
these advanced technologies, and the maritime industry as a whole.
The ROBOSHIP joint development project members played key roles in
producing a promotional film that shows the future and possibilities of
vessels unlike any the world has ever seen. The video was created with
passion and in the hope that it will serve as a catalyst to bring encouragement and energy to the Japanese ocean shipping and maritime industries.

e5 Lab successfully completed a large-scale proof of concept testing
on the ROBOSHIP Joint Value Creation Project
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Digital developments and trends
Digital technologies have the potential to reduce duplication and increase transparency, however, the industry
and individual departments are still working in silos, says former master mariner Melvin Matthews.

S

peaking at Digital Ship’s webinar held November 12, Melvin
Matthews said that he believes a
successful digital transformation must ensure change both horizontally
and vertically across the industry. He discussed some of the key digital developments, data sharing and digital strategies,
digitalisation in the supply chain, and the
changing relationships between owners
and charterers.

For example, he pointed to software
solutions that are built to ease tasks, sometimes geared towards specific departments. He said that unless these solutions
are built to ensure interoperability, it is
likely that they will only further increase
the silos.
“In my opinion, one of the issues is the
number of point solutions that exist. At the
lowest level, even individual departments

close the carbon footprint of their maritime
operations. Stakeholders are demanding
CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) and
ESG
(Environmental,
Social,
and
Corporate Governance) initiatives and evidence that future regulations will be complied with.”
He pointed to the reporting requirements of the Swedish Stock Exchange and
the Poseidon Principles that are pushing

Digital developments
onboard and onshore
According to Mr Matthews, the first part of
shipping’s digital transformation includes
the onboard digitalisation of ships with
sensors and equipment.
“Remote and unmanned operations
have already been happening for some
time internally on ships,” he said. He
pointed to the movement of operations
across ships, for example, machine operations moving from machinery spaces to the
engine control room, or the engine control
room being moved to the cargo control
room or on the bridge.
Since the establishment of the Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System
(GMDSS) in the 1990s to simplify communications, the use of technology has accelerated, with new data platforms capturing
data from devices and sending this information ashore.
“Onshore, computerisation has allowed
uniformity across systems,” Mr Matthews
stated. “Data gathered from various
reports such as noon reports, maintenance
repots or incident reports, are now
received, reviewed and archived by
experts ashore. Unlike the past, analysing
data is providing actionable insights
into performance efficiency, fuel savings,
emissions, while reducing delays, wastage
and failure.
“Digital systems can now facilitate virtual exchanges of information,” he said.

Data sharing
Digital technologies have the potential to
reduce duplication while increasing visibility and transparency, however, there is
no doubt that the industry and individual
departments still work in silos, noted
Mr Matthews.
“This means that companies have to be
careful with their digital transformation as
without carefully considering how a digital strategy will enhance the business,
there can be downfalls.”

Melvin Matthews sees the progressive building of partnerships between owners and
charterers and a greater commitment to building relationships

use so many different software solutions
and platforms to assist with their work.”
Mr Matthews believes that there needs
to be some uniformity to ensure the right
integration. “This way, digital capabilities
provide benchmarking and traffic lighting
that means more ships can be managed
by fewer people and not on excel spreadsheets as done in the past, explained
Mr Matthews.
One significant development he has
seen over the last few years is the increase
in visibility and transparency of operations
that were previously unseen. “We now
have regulators that can see non-compliance and create new regulations based on
measured outcomes. Customers have visibility and emissions tracking of the carbon
footprint of their purchased cargo.”
Armed with this new environmental
consciousness, Mr Matthews believes
that the end customer not just expects,
but demands, ethical and sustainable
transportation.
“Recently, energy and commodity
traders have declared that they will dis-

At the lowest level, even individual departments
use so many different software solutions and
platforms to assist with their work
- master mariner Melvin Matthews

responsible ship finance to support shipping’s decarbonisation.

Logistics and supply
chains
Shipping plays an integral part of the logistics and supply chains and it is therefore
important for their roles to be considered
when looking at maritime digital transformation, noted Mr Matthews.
He explained that it was only earlier
this year that he has seen real motivation
for supply chains to adjust time principles
with a strategy to minimise or even eliminate inventory.
Speaking about Just-in-Time operations, Mr Matthews said that this only really works in an ideal world without disruptions. “In reality, supply chains need to
have the flexibility and resilience which
only Just-in-Case can provide. By Just-inCase we mean not eliminating inventory
but mechanically optimising inventory to
absorb supply chain shocks and disruptions. This is impossible without real time
data coming not just from across the industry but from key points along the global
supply chain.”
He noted a trend towards localisation
where disruptions may only now have a
local rather than a global impact like they
did previously. Cargo is now expected to
be monitored from the first mile to the last
mile and this is going to dramatically
improve supply chain management, but
this is impossible without real time data.
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Supply chains no longer stop which
means cargo has to move 24 hours a day
without the need to maximum human
work hours or mandatory rest periods or
take into consideration human errors. This
can only be achieved by going totally digital and total automation.

Owner-charter
relationships
Looking at commercial contracts today, Mr
Matthews said that most of the recent shipping history has been based on charter
party contracts. Traditionally, both the
charterer and the shipowner have been
dependent on the Captain to execute the
voyage as per the terms of the charter
party. His reports and actions were considered to be an integral and unbiased part
of the voyage and therefore the final sign
off on important documents such as the
bills of lading was always defaulted to
the Captain.
Charterers, brokers, shippers, etc would
obtain most of their information directly
from the Captain or routed through the
shipowner, but according to Mr Matthews
this is now changing. “Now what is happening is that data has turned us around
and data on vessel position, speed or
arrival times etc is now freely available
from various sources. Real time availability of data is creating a new normal, causing
a structural rearrangement of information
and a trail that can be followed by the
industry. Data can be followed by all
parties interested at the same time and
this has significantly reduced delays
and mistakes.”
One issue Mr Matthews sees is that
there is there is a significant amount of
publicly available data but much of the
time companies do not realise that information they are guarding may be available
through other indirect sources. “I therefore
believe and see more companies being
more open to sharing information. That
way they could together benefit from any
efficiency gains.”
Another development Mr Matthews
sees is the progressive and committed
building of relationships and partnerships
between owners and charterers as they
work together for better efficiency and performance. “Data has seemed to awaken a
willingness to share and jointly tackle
issues, such as emissions, carbon foot
printing, environment regulations, and
many other issues.”
Operators today can measure and
benchmark their performance thanks to an
array of advanced digital platforms that
ultimately display how well an operator is
performing. “Now you can see if you are
mid-level or in the top 5 per cent and
maybe you think you are profitable but
you soon realise you’re not doing as well
as other companies. There is so much more
visibility coming through now, which is
DS
making companies take action.”
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AR Navigation System AR-100M can be fitted on ships under construction as well as those in operation.

More details on

www.furuno.com
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StormGeo’s new suite offers vessel
and voyage optimisation
Norwegian weather service provider StormGeo recently launched s-Suite, an all-in-one platform to optimise time,
fuel, and vessel performance. Digital Ship spoke with Kim Sørensen, StormGeo’s chief operating officer for Shipping
to gain insight into how the suite will facilitate better vessel performance and enhance ship-to-shore cooperation.

T

he new platform, known as sSuite, is an integrated and optimised suite of solutions that provides ship and shore personnel
with a common operational platform to
optimise fuel efficiency, time management,
and overall ship performance. The new
suite offers three separate tools, which are
currently available as individual modules –
s-Planner for voyage planning and navigation; s-Insight for fleet performance management; and s-Routing for optimised route
planning. Bringing these solutions together
under a single integrated platform offers
both ship and shore staff real-time access to
one set of common data, 24/7/365, facilitating cooperation and faster decision-making.
Customers have the option to purchase
the complete suite of solutions, eliminating
the need to obtain different solutions from
multiple vendors. “Normally if you want
all of these services you have to purchase
them from different vendors and then
you’re sitting with multiple data sets. This
means you will not fully optimise your
costings,” Mr Sørensen explained. “You’re
more focussed on discussing if the data is
right rather that working out what it means
and what to do with it.” With the new suite,
the purpose is to provide a single data set
that is shared between ship and shore personnel, simplifying the data and analysis
that needs to be done to understand and
improve ship performance.
StormGeo is also offering the modules
for individual purchase, which can be
bought and easily integrated with existing

solutions. For example, a shipping company using StormGeo’s routing service can
buy into the other products on the same
platform. StormGeo routes 65,000 voyages
annually, helping shipping companies to
save nearly 1 million MT of fuel and 3 million MT CO2. The suite reportedly makes it
simple for firms to pick and choose the
modules they require at the time of purchase and to integrate further modules
when the time is right. “This integration
allows customers to take a modular
approach if they want to buy a certain part,
or if they choose to purchase the entire
suite, they can now sit on a single platform,” Mr Sørensen explained to Digital
Ship. In addition, customers operating with
other solutions can easily integrate
StormGeo’s modules into their portfolio.
According to Mr Sørensen, the launch of
the suite is the result of an increased
demand for shipping’s digitalisation, coupled with ambitions to operate more sustainably and reduce impact on climate
change. “We had to think about new ways
of offering multiple advanced digital technologies under one complete package. After
having very intense discussions with the
industry and seeing ambitions to digitalise
and enhance processes, we developed the
suite to help meet these demands.”
The s-Suite is supported by maritime
experts in route advisory and fleet performance management based in StormGeo’s
Fleet Performance Centres in Hamburg
and Singapore. According to Mr Sørensen,
clients benefit from tailor made real-time

s-Suite is an all-in-one platform to optimise time, fuel, and vessel performance

advice, data accuracy and in-depth analysis on operational factors such as fuel performance, and can access route advisory
services to avoid heavy winds or bad
weather that are likely to exacerbate fuel
consumption and voyage time. The suite
follows a proactive rather than reactive
approach to voyage optimisation by facilitating fast decision-making.

Ship-to-shore cooperation
One of the most important elements of the
s-Suite is the cooperation it facilitates
between ship and shore. Mr Sørensen
explained that by providing ship and shore
staff access to the same data set, greater
engagement and discussion around ship
performance is achieved.
Explaining further, Mr Sørensen said:
“You could argue that previously the ship
was a little bit like an island and was taken
away from the decision-making, or at least
not integrated into the decision-making process with the shore-based personnel. With
the suite, the ship will sit with the same data
as the shore and benefit from the ability to
be involved in the decision making.”
For crew, the shared access to data and
information provides greater decisionmaking opportunities. “Previously crew
might have had to make standalone decisions based on the data they had, or maybe
even they had little decision-making capability as they may not have had access to
the data at all. The shared data access
means that crew will be able to comment
on whether a ship should speed up or slow
down to optimise its voyage.” In addition,
Mr Sørensen confirmed that crew will benefit from support from shore-based staff,
allowing them to play a more integrated
role in the decision-making process.
Furthermore, the common operational
platform aims to help commercial and
technical departments collaborate on decision-making. “Often the commercial party
will have one interest and the technical
will have another and separate decision
making doesn’t work so well. With the
shared platform, both can see the same
data and they can make a decision togeth-

Kim Sørensen, StormGeo’s chief operating
officer for Shipping
er for the overall good of the company,”
Mr Sørensen explained.
“What I see now is much more collaborative approach where they can sit together and discuss the best opportunities. Now
there are not so many different islands,
instead we are building bridges inbetween to much better coordinate the
decision-making.
“There is a lot of time, money and emissions to be saved in the shipping industry
but doing this in a more collaborative way
has a tangible operational savings with
reductions in emissions as a result.”

Pilot installation
Prior to launch of the suite, Mr Sørensen
confirmed that pilot tests have been carried
out with several shipping companies
including Hartmann Schiffahrts.
Captain Christian Stefes, head of Dry
Cargo at Hartmann Schiffahrts, said: “We
constantly seek to reduce costs and emissions, and we needed more than software.
It is imperative that our shore-based operators connect with the vessel, trusting the
accuracy of the data they use. That’s why
we rely on s-Suite and StormGeo’s experts.
We now have the easy-to-use tools we
need and actionable data to make the right
decision at the right time.”
s-Suite is a cybersecure and hardware
independent platform that works with all
third-party solutions. Installation can be done
overnight with little training required. DS

Shipping companies create commercial fleet of autonomous vessels
www.kronshtadt.ru
On December 7 in Moscow, the memorandum on intention to equip the series of 10
cargo-passenger ships with autonomous
navigation (a-Navigation) systems was
signed between the Sakhalin shipping
company Morspetsservice and the developer of autonomous navigation systems
Kronshtadt Technologies. A similar MOI
was also signed on December 8 in St.
Petersburg between the shipping company

SeaEnergy and Kronshtadt Technologies
to equip 10 more general cargo vessels.
The agreements define the projects and
names of vessels, the schedule of their
equipment, the location of onshore monitoring and control centres for autonomous
vessels. Morspetsservice and SeaEnergy
became the first companies in Russia to
announce the creation of a commercial
fleet of autonomous vessels.
The Morspetsservice company plans to
equip a series of 10 vessels of the JM-410-

Sakhalin and JM-408-Sakhalinets to provide sea freight and passenger traffic in the
Far East, including the Sakhalin region. In
accordance with the signed agreement, the
lead ships of the series, Pioneer and
Avangard, must be equipped by August
30, 2021.
The shipping company SeaEnergy, a
part of MT-Group, plans to equip with aNavigation systems a series of 10 multipurpose general cargo vessels of the UType project, which began operating this
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year in the waters of the Black Sea, the Sea
of Azov and the Mediterranean Sea. The
lead vessel of the series Kamilla is planned
to be equipped by 31 December 2021.
Such opportunity became possible due
to the implementation in Russia of ambitious a-Navigation project. Under this project a number of companies develops full
range of technical solutions for
autonomous navigation as well as regulatory framework for maritime autonomous
ships (MASS) operation.
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ClassNK unfolds Digital Grand Design for sustainability
ClassNK’s Digital Grand Design frames its strategy for a more sustainable maritime industry.

C

lassNK recently unveiled its
Digital Grand Design to
express the pivotal role it
expects digital technology to
play not only in making the industry more
efficient but also in meeting United
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) for a ‘better and more sustainable
future for all’ by 2030. Last month, the
Society followed through with the first significant step on this 10-year journey, after
launching ‘Innovation Endorsement’ as a
new certification service for pioneering
digital solutions.

Endorsing innovation
Digital Grand Design outlines ClassNK’s
vision for the blue economy of the future,
establishing a roadmap for achieving that
vision based on three fundamental policies: improving safety and efficiency by
providing advanced classification services,
diversifying classification services and
expanding their scope, and supporting the
realisation of social innovation.
Aligning with these principles,
Innovation Endorsement has been devised
to facilitate and encourage promising innovations that utilise data from ships to

enhance safety at sea, help preserve the
marine environment and promote sustainable development.

Changing tides
During its 120-year history, ClassNK’s commitment to ensuring maritime safety and
protecting the marine environment has
focused on working with traditional key
stakeholders such as shipbuilders, equipment manufacturers and vessel operators.
However, the digital revolution sees the
arrival of new players leveraging the data
collected on board vessels, as well as fresh
collaborations with existing stakeholders
to create new value for shipping companies and others in the maritime supply
chain. By enabling rapid and accurate performance monitoring and benchmarking,
data sharing will dovetail with the emergence of new business models resulting
from a shift to more sustainable practices
as set out in the UN’s SDGs.
Some outcomes are already clear. Firstly,
data sharing has implications not only for
shipyards and shipping lines but for the
cargo owners and forwarders relishing the
opportunity for greater transparency and
accountability. It will also offer a platform

for new stakeholders such as digital forwarders and system integrators.
For ClassNK, the aim is to adjust, in order
to serve the needs of a greater variety of
players. The resulting response to emerging
digitalisation involves a variety of areas like
data assurance; technology assurance; anticipating regulatory hurdles; and evaluation.

Data assurance
Using data to make better decisions is the
fundamental premise of digitalisation.
Data collection is already standard practice, with an increasing number of operators investing in upgraded connectivity to
send information ashore, either to technical departments, to equipment manufacturers, or to applications providers.
To succeed, data-collecting systems
must be reliable and the data itself needs to
meet certain standards – and this relies on
an impartial arbiter of data quality. As an
independent third party with extensive
engineering expertise, ClassNK is ideally
positioned to fulfill this role.

Technology assurance
The maritime industry’s conservatism
when faced with new technologies is especially apparent when it comes to digital
innovations, which tend to develop at a
fast pace. With new functionalities becoming available in quick succession and a
shortage of early adopters, there is little
scope for vessel operators to learn from the
experience of others – the sector’s preferred approach to technology adoption.
Here, too, ClassNK can exploit its impartial status by collaborating with providers
of innovative technologies to assess and
vouch for the quality and function of their
solutions. This would increase confidence
among shipping companies who may otherwise be wary of introducing digital innovations and help the sector more generally
to overcome any misgivings.

Anticipating regulatory
hurdles
ClassNK’s Digital Grand Design sets out the role it expects digital technology to play in
making the industry more efficient and achieving UN SDGs

Whenever new technology or approaches
are proposed it is imperative that they are
verified as fit-for-purpose – especially

when safety is at stake. Difficulties arise
when a novel solution falls outside existing
regulatory frameworks or requires an altogether new testing regime, as this may significantly extend the approval process.
To accelerate the implementation of
new technology, ClassNK is leveraging inhouse expertise and links with standards
organisations and maritime authorities to
establish evaluation methods and contribute to the development of regulations
ahead of time.

Evaluation
Lastly, there is a need for accurate evaluation founded on engineering principles. To
date, ClassNK has inspected and issued
approvals for vessels based on its rules for
steel ships and related instruments.
However, a wider focus is necessary to cope
with the assessment needs of new business
models and unorthodox collaborations
between a broader array of stakeholders.
ClassNK sees considerable potential in
applying the substantial technical
knowhow it has accumulated for quantitatively assessing ships and their systems to
meet these emerging needs.

Charting a new course
To exploit the opportunities described
above and respond to the demands that the
digital revolution imposes on the maritime
industry, ClassNK plans to work closely
with the maritime players developing and
pioneering the use of new solutions.
Establishing a framework for utilising the
knowledge gained from this collaboration
will accelerate the wider deployment of
these technologies across the industry.
Digital Grand Design therefore marks the
beginning of the next phase in ClassNK’s
continual evolution, as it steers the industry
into uncharted territory shaped by digitalisation and mounting pressure to minimise
environmental impact.
In the digital era, ClassNK is also
committed to ensuring that the rules
that govern shipping do not obstruct
innovation unnecessarily and, where benefits are clear, that they are adjusted to
support it.
DS

Danica and Norwegian Training Centre collaborate to provide online training
www.danica-maritime.com
www.ntcm.com.ph
Danica Crewing Specialists and the
Norwegian Training Centre (NTC) are
working together to offer a portfolio of
high-quality online training courses to seafarers in Eastern Europe.
The courses are all being delivered
online to avoid any problems associated
with international travel restrictions and
quarantine rules. This saves both shipping
companies and seafarers time and money
and enables them to keep standards high
at this challenging time.
The collaboration will initially offer

36 courses which have been developed
by NTC using its long experience as a
leading training provider not just in
the Philippines, but across the globe too.
The training portfolio cover a wide
range of technical and leadership courses
aimed at enhancing seafarers’ competencies and thereby improve their onboard
performance.
Equally important at present, the online
offering also includes a course on mental
health management. This course deal with
essential aspects in understanding and
managing mental health and in providing
psychological first aid for those experiencing mental health issues.

Henrik Jensen, managing director of
Danica Crewing Specialists, said: “We are
delighted to be able to continue to assist
our clients and seafarers in their competency development efforts by offering highquality online training courses in an even
more efficient, flexible, and cost-effective
way than traditional classroom-based
learning. This collaboration is a natural fit
since both Danica and Norwegian Training
Centre have their roots in the Scandinavian
high-quality shipping environment. We
both fully understand the need to have
competent crew onboard and we have the
experience, knowledge and tools to assist
ship owners achieve that.”
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Managing director Erlend Grimstad of
the Norwegian Training Centre commented: “In this challenging time, particularly
to our seafarers, the shipping industry
remains to be the lifeblood of world trade.
At NTC, we are determined to serve the
industry as best as we absolutely can via
our quality online courses. Our portfolio
covers a large online offering which aims
to deliver exactly what we have been doing
before, while keeping the operation safer,
more secure and more effective. We are
here to help you enhance your safety
onboard the vessels and increase your
operational efficiency while improving life
on board for the seafarers.”
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World First,
*
Solid-State X and S Radar Line-Up
*This line-up consists of Navigation Radar and Chart Radar

For X-band

Lower maintenance hours and costs
compared to Magnetron Radar
No need to replace the Magnetron

For S-band

Less noise and much clearer targets
FURUNO’s Solid-State Radar technology generates
clearer echo images, which allows users to obtain
clearer picture of what are around their vessel,
including weak targets from small craft.

Fan-less antenna design requires less maintenance (S-band only)

Solid-State X-Band IMO Radar
Model: FAR-2x28-NXT

Solid-State X-Band IMO Chart Radar
Model: FAR-3x20-NXT

Solid-State S-Band IMO Radar
Model: FAR-2x38S-NXT

Solid-State S-Band IMO Chart Radar
Model: FAR-3x30S-SSD
www.furuno.com
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How to successfully migrate an IT network:
lessons from Altera Infrastructure
Madelene Stolpe, CIO Altera Infrastructure transitioned an entire IT network from one company
to another in her first project at a new company. During a Digital Ship webinar in mid-October
she explained how she made this digital project a success.

J

oining Altera Infrastructure just
one year ago, Ms Madelene
Stolpe, CIO, was asked to set up
a new IT organisation. The first
step was to transition all of the IT services
from the previous owner Teekay Offshore
to the new company. The idea was to build
a complete new global infrastructure for
Altera, migrate 180 applications, thousands of SharePoint sites and folders, 2500
users and clients across the world in 12 different offices and floating assets, and in
addition, to develop and staff a new IT
department. Her three key takeaways for
anyone looking to migrate an entire IT network are: allow time to plan, never underestimate the need for information, and
build a strong team.

Allow yourself
time for planning
The most important element is the planning stage. “Don’t underestimate this,” Ms
Stolpe said. “You have to set enough time
for planning. Our management team was
eager to see results, but I was telling them
to be patient as you need to allow yourself
time to plan properly and to see the benefits in the long run.”

She also urged the importance of
mapping out the full IT architecture.
“Without this, you will miss out on interdepencies,” she said. Ms Stolpe also urged
companies to spend enough time detailing
all activities as that is, “the only way to
spot challenges in resource management
and to track consequences of failing to
meet deadlines.
“Having detailed levels of activities
really helped us when COVID came along,
taking us 5 times longer but having the
planning allowed us to shift around and
change the planning.”
In addition, she noted the importance of
recognising international holidays. “While
this might sound minor, it is important
when you are planning many activities in a
9-month period to think about where and
when you have country specific holidays.”

Never underestimate
the need for information
According to Ms Stolpe, you can never
have too much information when working
on a new project.
She noted the importance of having one
dedicated communication channel for the
project and dedicating resources to keep it

Ms Stolpe explained during the webinar her additional takeaways
for successfully migrating an entire IT network

alive. “You want all the information available in one place whenever something new
happens,” she said. “Whatever you write,
do a quick check-in to make sure it is available to everyone. Make a user guide and be
proactive in creating information around it.”
She also suggested something that has
worked well for her, which is to set up
training sessions and make them available
for re-viewing, and to have business users
read through your information before
publishing.

Team building
Thirdly, she noted the importance of building a strong team and making sure that the
team plays hard as well as works hard. In
her experience, when you have as much
work to get done as there often is, it is easy
to forget about the people. But in doing so,
they might not put in as much effort as
they would if they felt like they were really cared for.
“When there is no time for fun and
games, that’s when you need it the most,”
she said. She strongly believes that people
need to have fun while they work, and this
was something she ensured while working
on this latest 9-month project.
Ms Stolpe reiterated the importance of
knowing your team, every individual, and
what makes them tick. “Prioritise getting
to know each other as people and build the
psychological contract.
“Know your team and have fun with
them otherwise you will never put in the
extra effort. Focus on team building even
though you’re really busy; it helps to
address issues and complex questions.
Having fun along the way is crucial. As a
leader, acknowledge your employees and
tell them they are doing a good job. This is
even more important in COVID-19.”
She also believes that you need to
address potential conflicts right away, and
this involves being transparent and brave.
And most of all, celebrate the small victories as getting praise from the outside

Madelene Stolpe, CIO Altera Infrastructure
will not happen, she noted.
Ultimately, running a successful digital
project is not all about the technology.
Instead it’s about information, planning,
and looking after your people, she
concluded.
Ms Stolpe’s top tips for setting up a
successful project are:
• Leave time, resources, and budget for
post-implementation and clean-up.
There will always be more training and
adjustments to do
• Involve end-users both onshore and
offshore as much as possible. She said
that what we think we know is
not always the truth and we do act
differently
• Be honest and transparent. She urged
companies to tell the world when
something fails and to learn from the
failure
• Challenge user needs. It is not about
the system but about needing processes and support tools to deliver on our
accountabilities
These are critical, regardless of the project,
she added.
DS

Telenor Maritime acquires KNL Networks
www.telenormaritime.com
www.knlnetworks.com
Telenor Maritime has reached an agreement to acquire 100 per cent of the shares
in Finnish tech company, KNL Networks.
KNL has developed a system providing
data access through a secure mesh network
around the globe for maritime and critical
communication markets. With this technology and Telenor Maritime’s expertise,
the merchant fleet will benefit from a dedicated end-to-end channel for reliable,
secure, and above all affordable access to

business-critical information.
“Telenor Maritime’s vision of a greener
future in the maritime industry has taken a
big leap forward with the acquisition of
KNL Networks” commented CEO of
Telenor Maritime Lars Erik Lunøe. “This
affordable technology provides the industry with a unique opportunity to utilise
digitised solutions, enabling them to make
data-driven decisions, improve efficiency,
gain competitive advantage, and work
towards a greener, more sustainable future”
he continued. Constantly pursuing the
elimination of the “digital divide” between

the offshore and onshore industries,
Telenor Maritime can now provide the
same quality of experience at sea as on land
to the whole maritime sector, increasing its
profitability through operational excellence.
By acquiring KNL networks and combining the competences of both companies,
Telenor Maritime will be able to offer endto-end managed services for the maritime
market, including global access and access
management of operation-critical data and
cybersecurity.
“This positioning is unique in the maritime sector, making Telenor Maritime the
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only one stop shop for digital transformation of maritime industry. We’re excited
about the opportunity to join forces with
Telenor Maritime and to become a part of
Telenor Group – a company that has over a
century of history in the field of connectivity and reputation of being a trusted partner. I am confident that together we can
lead the way of digitalising maritime and
help our clients on their digital transformation journey, as well as strengthen our position as a trusted partner to our customers in
the critical communication segment” said
Toni Lindén, CEO KNL Networks.
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Marlink remains largest retail
VSAT service provider in 2019
In Valour Consultancy’s latest maritime connectivity report, “The Future of Maritime Connectivity – 2020 edition”,
Marlink Group remained the largest retail service provider for VSAT communication services in 2019. The global
service provider increased its revenue market share from 23.1 per cent in 2018, to 23.9 per cent in 2019.

M

arlink has a proactive
approach to customer service ensuring all its clients
and their vessels are functioning at an optimal performance. This
has been a particularly poignant matter
during the COVID-19 pandemic with large
numbers of merchant seafarers stranded at
sea away from their friends and families.
In addition, the company’s history in the
maritime market and strength across all
the applications at the firm has also aided
its mission of staying at the top of the
VSAT retail market. Valour Consultancy
estimates that Marlink has more than seven thousand vessels subscribed to its
SeaLink VSAT service today.
Valour Consultancy ranked Speedcast
second in the retail VSAT market in 2019.
Like Marlink, the company also increased
its market share from 2018 primarily due
to its acquisition of Globecomm. However,
the firm has gone through some financial
turmoil recently, filing for Chapter 11 in
April 2020.
Inmarsat continues to play a strong dual
role in the market, providing wholesale
MSS and VSAT satellite capacity to its
value-added resellers (service providers)
and also serving some key customers
directly. The firm, purchased by a private
equity consortium in 2019, has done a
good job of switching its large existing
MSS customer base to its FX VSAT offerings whilst also getting its VARS to commit to fulfilling a number of vessels on its
FX services. An example of this is demonstrated by Inmarsat’s strong relationship
with Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (MOL), one of
Japan’s largest shipping companies, who

announced they plan to continue the roll
out of FX across the remainder of all its
owned and managed vessels.
Another notable maritime connectivity
player has been KVH Industries. The firm
has performed exceedingly well with its
Agile Plans VSAT leasing service and
reported shipping more than 10,000 VSAT
antennas cumulatively earlier this year.
Note this is across all mobility and land
verticals. Nevertheless, its strength does
reside within maritime and the firm has
recently introduced its successful leasing
plan to leisure market customers, opening
up a significant number of vessels for
new business.
Unfortunately, Global Eagle has suffered somewhat over recent years and its
market share dropped from 10 per cent in
2018 to less than 8 per cent in 2019. This is
as a result of having lost a number of key
passenger and offshore energy clients to
other service providers in recent years.

Looking forward
According to the IMF in its June 2020 outlook update - “Global growth is projected
to decline by –4.9 per cent in 2020, 1.9 percentage points below the April 2020 World
Economic Outlook (WEO) forecast. The
COVID-19 pandemic has had a more negative impact on activity in the first half of
2020 than anticipated, and the recovery is
projected to be more gradual than previously forecast. In 2021 global growth is
projected at 5.4 per cent. Overall, this
would leave 2021 GDP some 6.5 percentage points lower than in the pre-COVID-19
projections of January 2020. The adverse
impact on low-income households is par-

Valour Consultancy’s take on the retail VSAT maritime connectivity standings in 2019
ticularly acute, imperilling the significant
progress made in reducing extreme poverty in the world since the 1990s”
Valour Consultancy anticipates a glass
half full perspective, despite passenger
and offshore energy markets being decimated by the fear of the pandemic, travel
restrictions and the unknown of what
is next.
Nonetheless, other markets have
remained less affected, if not up from 2019.

The effect of having so many seafarers in
the merchant market stranded at sea has
been to increase crew welfare video, messaging and telephone communication
usage over the last six months. Some of the
super wealthy have also seconded themselves on their private superyachts for the
period. In addition, the demand for overall
food produce such as seafood has
remained stable and the market is likely to
remain steady over the year.
DS

OneWeb emerges From Chapter 11 and recommences satellite launches
www.oneweb.world
OneWeb has announced its emergence
from U.S. Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection and achievement of all relevant regulatory approvals.
A consortium of UK Government
(through the UK Secretary of State for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy)
and Bharti Global, has invested $1bn of
new equity to offer broadband connectivity services, via a constellation of 650
LEO satellites.
OneWeb will continue to be headquartered in the UK, bringing new R&D
programmes, manufacturing opportunities and a global platform with priority
spectrum usage rights. The company

will ensure that the UK is at the forefront of a new commercial space industrial age, evolving technology and innovation, and will work with the UK commercial and academic space communities,
along with other international specialists,
in its research and development
activities.
OneWeb has set a target date of
December 17, 2020 for its Return to
Flight, with a 36-satellite payload scheduled for launch by Arianespace from
the Vostochny Cosmodrome. All the satellites have been shipped from Florida to
Vostochny and are now undergoing
preparation for launch.
Due to investment decisions made by
the new shareholders, the joint venture

facility with Airbus in Florida, USA was
re-activated and the dual production lines
brought back into service.
Launches will continue throughout
2021 and 2022 and OneWeb is now on
track to begin commercial connectivity services to the UK and the Arctic region in
late 2021 and will expand to delivering
global services in 2022.
In connection with completion of the
restructuring process, OneWeb has
announced that Neil Masterson has been
appointed CEO. Neil is formerly co-chief
operating officer at Thomson Reuters
having enjoyed a 20-year career with the
global provider of news, information,
and software.
He succeeds Adrian Steckel, who con-
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tinues as an Adviser to the Board.
Neil Masterson said: “I am looking
forward to helping the OneWeb team
deliver and commercialise their vision
to provide internet access across the
globe. OneWeb has a strong social
purpose to improve the world’s access
to information, which I share. It has
great talent, a compelling commercial
opportunity, and is supported by committed and knowledgeable owners and
investors.
“Our December launch puts the UK
firmly in the global space business, alongside acknowledged Indian telecoms
experts, Bharti Global. OneWeb will be a
model for responsible co-operation
in space.”
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Satcom Global to distribute C700 Iridium Certus terminal
Satcom Global has signed a strategic agreement with satellite solution provider
Intellian to take the new C700 Iridium
Certus terminal to market. The agreement
will see Satcom Global install a significant
number of C700 terminals across its global
customer base by the end of 2021, as part of
an extensive volume commitment.
The agreement will enable Satcom
Global to add the feature-rich C700 terminal to its primary service portfolio. The terminal features advanced capabilities
including best in class RF performance,
unique 12-patch phased array antenna
design and out-of-the-box speeds of
352kbps up and 704kbps down.
The C700 Iridium Certus terminal will
be the preferred hardware choice for the
Iridium Certus back up connection that
forms part of the Satcom Global Aura
VSAT service. The C700 terminal will provide a reliable companion to Intellian NX
series antenna’s, delivering seamless
redundancy and continuity of high-quality
connectivity for vessel operations, safety
services and crew communications, should
it be required.
The C700 will also be offered as a high-

performance standalone solution, with
key integrated features including firewall,
IP PBX, WAN port and built-in Wi-Fi,
making it incredibly easy for vessels to
deploy with minimum cost and effort. The
compact and lightweight antenna enables
quick and easy installation, with userfriendly commissioning support from the
AptusLX software.
Alex Stewart, chief operating officer,
Satcom Global, commented: “We are
delighted that Intellian has developed the
C700 terminal, applying their experience in
producing class leading antennas to
Iridium Certus. We have been using the
market leading Ku antennas from Intellian
to deliver the superior connectivity of Aura
VSAT for a number of years now. As a
result, we are confident that we are adding
the most powerful and best-supported
Iridium Certus terminal to our portfolio.”
Steve Cha, SVP, satcom business unit at
Intellian Technologies, added: “With longstanding experience in delivering and
supporting maritime satellite communication solutions and specialist knowledge of
Intellian systems, Satcom Global is the
ideal provider to partner with us on the

Speedcast launches new IoT platform
www.speedcast.com
Speedcast International has launched a
next generation Internet of Things (IoT)
platform designed to simplify connectivity, provisioning, and device management
through a single console.
The platform has been designed for
onshore and offshore customers. The next
generation Speedcast IoT Centre is
deployed on Amazon Web Services (AWS)
to increase computing power and interoperability with a variety of customer applications required by IoT solutions.
The Speedcast IoT Centre is a feature
rich, configurable IoT platform that allows
customers to select enhanced, reliable, and
cost-efficient connectivity options tailored
to their needs.
Customers can choose from cellular,
satellite, and low-power wireless options,
managing everything from a single interface. Once devices are deployed, Speedcast
IoT Centre monitors the health and status of
all key elements of the IoT ecosystem,
including the devices, the communications

network, the IoT platform, and the end user
application. IoT Centre is protocol-agnostic
and able to ingest real-time data from any
device, then applying cloud-based translation and normalisation of device data.
By leveraging IoT data analytics, customers can improve operational efficiency
and create new business models, such as
“pay for use”, where usage can be charged
by the hour. Customers can monitor their
devices and manage their assets for optimal performance, while developing predictive maintenance routines to minimise
downtime as well as creating financial
forecasts with confidence.
“Speedcast currently manages over tens
of thousands IoT devices on our network
and the IoT Centre will add further scale
and depth to this growing part of the company’s product portfolio,” said Jeffrey
Irwin, vice president, product management at Speedcast. “The Speedcast IoT
Centre helps customers maximise scale
and minimise per-device labour required
for IoT and M2M networks over the full
product or project lifecycle.”

Speedcast’s IoT platform designed to simplify connectivity, provisioning,
and device management through a single console

C700 Iridium Certus. Image courtesy of Satcom Global
distribution of the C700. Satcom Global
is committed to bringing only the very
best solutions to their customers, and the
C700 will provide a fantastic addition to
their hardware portfolio, as well as
enhancing their leading Aura VSAT service with the most powerful companion
solution available.”
The C700 supply agreement is an exten-

sion to the strategic partnership entered
into back in 2016, which gave accredited
installer and VSAT market leader, Satcom
Global, access to Intellian’s full range of
Ku-band, Ka-band and FleetBroadband
hardware, supporting the delivery of its
portfolio of VSAT and L-band services to
customers within the Americas, EMEA,
Asia and Oceania.

Eurobulk expands onboard
connectivity with Navarino
www.navarino.co.uk
www.eurobulk.co.uk
Eurobulk is continuing to expand its
onboard connectivity options with
Inmarsat’s Fleet Xpress and Navarino.
Ten of the 28-vessel fleet of bulkers and
containers have already installed Inmarsat
Fleet Xpress or FleetBroadband with large
allowance plans from Navarino. Each vessel uses Infinity as the brain of the system
to optimise the company’s business processes and to enhance its crew welfare
offerings.
For the Fleet Xpress vessels, the
company has chosen to install a mix of
Intellian GX60 and GX100 antennas,
with Infinity Cube hosting the soft
Network Service Device (NSD) and also
offering high availability and activeactive clustering. The FleetBroadband
vessels use the Sailor 500 antenna
with Infinity Standard, bringing a significant technology boost to the onboard
infrastructure.
Eurobulk has also chosen two vessels
to trial Spectrum, Navarino’s new
designed-for-maritime ICT toolset which
provides a centralised platform for
remote monitoring, maintenance and
management of the entire IT and connectivity infrastructure onboard including
network devices, satellite terminals, operating systems, applications and security
measures.
“Our communication needs are
increasing and to meet those needs, we
require a high level of performance and
reliability with a dedicated support
team that is available 24/7. Crew welfare
is also of great importance to Eurobulk
and the improved onboard connectivity
using Navarino services and the Infinity
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solution is a big step forward for our crew
offering. Navarino is helping us deliver
on our promises and we very much like
that they are committed to the ongoing
development of the service as our business needs grow. Spectrum is another
great solution which we are doing trials
on to see how it can enhance our business
operations. We are very happy with our
collaboration with Navarino and its
services and we look forwards to a
long standing, professional relationship
with Navarino for many years to come,”
said Mr. Petros Valsamis, Eurobulk’s
IT manager.
“Since we started our cooperation with
Eurobulk’s IT team, we were looking to
offer them truly great service on their vessels and to support their business needs
with new services in this demanding shipping
environment,”
said
Ioannis
Brougiannakis, the Navarino account
manager for Eurobulk.
“Whether we install the high
throughput FX service, or the robust
FleetBroadband connection, we focus on
enhancing the experience onboard with
unique Infinity features such as light/ normal surfing, web acceleration and Quality
of Service. Spectrum provides the IT
department at Eurobulk with asset management, network visualisation and a real
time, centralised IT & OTs management
platform. We are very happy that
Eurobulk showed great interest in
Spectrum from the launch of the service
and that they are trialing it on two vessels.
We will continue to work closely with
Eurobulk to help them meet all
of their connectivity requirements and
enhance the way they do business and
I look forward to a long-lasting partnership between Navarino and Eurobulk.”
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Inmarsat’s most powerful satellite enters service
www.inmarsat.com
Inmarsat has announced commercial service introduction (CSI) of GX5, the company’s newest and most powerful geostationary satellite to date.
GX5 is the fourteenth satellite currently
in service with Inmarsat and provides
additional capacity to Europe and the
Middle East on the Fleet Xpress (GX) Kaband high-speed satellite broadband service designed for the maritime industry.
The satellite, launched in November
2019, delivers approximately double the
combined capacity of the entire existing GX
fleet (GX1-GX4). Together with a significantly expanded ground station network
and enhanced cloud-based processing, GX5
supplements the global coverage of GX and
supports the rapid growth in customer
demand for GX services in the region, particularly for maritime sectors such as the
leisure, merchant and offshore sectors.
This milestone heralds the start of an
enhancement in the overall capacity and
capabilities of the GX network, the only
globally available high-speed mobile
broadband network delivered by a single
operator. Inmarsat’s technology roadmap
will see a further seven launches by 2024,
five in geostationary orbit - adding speed,
capacity and resilience - and two in highly
elliptical orbit, which will begin commercial mobile broadband service in the commercially and strategically critical Arctic
region.

“As the world leader in global mobile
satellite communications, we have an ambitious vision for the future and we are progressing the most innovative technology
development programme in our history to
achieve this. During these recent unprecedented circumstances, we have supported
our partners and customers with the speed
and agility for which Inmarsat has become
known globally. We are in this for the long
haul, with customer and partner trust
based on four-decades of meeting our commitments and a bright future ahead, guided by our technology roadmap. Entry
into service of GX5 is the first of several
exciting steps ahead for us on that journey,” said Rupert Pearce, chief executive
officer of Inmarsat.
GX is the most successful service launch
in the history of Inmarsat. The company
will celebrate the fifth anniversary of GX as
a globally available service in early 2021.
Peter Hadinger, chief technology officer
of Inmarsat, said: “Inmarsat is investing
more than ever before to deliver global,
highly differentiated technology platforms
on which partners & customers can securely invest & innovate for growth. The company’s fully funded technology roadmap
will lead to forthcoming launches for our
sixth generation of satellites, the I-6s, then
on to GX7, 8 & 9 and two Arctic payloads,
GX10A and GX10B, to provide further
fresh impetus to our GX success story. Our
partners and customers can confidently
invest in long-term, transformational glob-

Inmarsat’s ground network is expanding from 21 in 2019 to 30 by 2021
al digitalisation strategies based on
Inmarsat’s innovative technology roadmap
for the future.”
The services delivered over GX5 will be
backwards compatible with existing GX
terminals, future-proofing customer investment in GX technology and services.
Inmarsat partners and customers benefit
from the strength, resilience and agility
provided by the company, an innovative
and diversified business that works in partnership with communities, companies and
countries across the world. The flexibility
inherent in Inmarsat communications
infrastructure and the way in which the
company works with partners and customers ensures that they are enabled to

address the most complex challenges and
opportunities that they face. Customers
will see the benefits of GX5 as they are
brought into the network in the coming
weeks.
Mr Pearce concluded: “Anytime and
anywhere, our partners and customers are
strongly positioned to take advantage of
new opportunities as they emerge, based
on their ability to deploy our unique portfolio of agile, global, mobile connectivity
solutions and services. We believe that
reliable, seamless connectivity is now
more vital than ever and will play a crucial
role in the accelerated adoption of digital
technology as the world emerges from
COVID-19.”

IEC Telecom links with Thuraya to offer affordable digitalisation
www.thuraya.com
www.iec-telecom.com
IEC Telecom has joined forces with
Thuraya to bring affordable quality satcom
technology to smaller vessels that have
limited onboard space. Orion Edge V
enables a VSAT-like communications
experience over L-band with access to a
cloud-based system offering a wide range
of telecom services.
In preparation for the official launch
to be held during this week’s virtual
OSEA2020,
Jassem
Nasser,
chief
strategy & marketing officer, Thuraya
Telecommunications, said: “We are
pleased to work with IEC Telecom to
develop this connectivity solution which

will be of significant benefit to an important marketplace. In these difficult times,
flexibility is key. You need to be able to
adapt quickly to business requirements
with agile solutions. Orion Edge V operates using a combination of Thuraya’s
Orion IP broadband and the MarineStar
circuit-switch voice terminals, providing a
compact connectivity digital solution that
can easily be transferred to another vessel
if needed.”
Incorporating IEC Telecom’s OneGate
system into the pre-existing Orion Edge
solution has brought communications to a
new level with all telecom services now
available via a virtual platform. ICT managers can monitor and control the network
across all vessels of their fleet remotely via

IEC Telecom and Thuraya will offer affordable satcom technology
to smaller vessels that have limited onboard space

a user-friendly set of dashboards. New services, including telemedicine, videoconferencing, and remote maintenance, can be
added on demand via IEC Telecom’s
application store.
“Today we are experiencing a significantly higher demand for digital solutions
in light of the new IMO regulations, which
come into effect in January 2021 and
require vessel operators to ensure the
onboard cyber security of connected ships.
I am delighted to announce that this level
of virtualised digital connectivity, incorporating advanced cyber security features, is
now available to smaller vessels,” said
Nabil Ben Soussia, CEO Asia, Middle East
& CIS, IEC Telecom Group.
“For small ships, such as offshore support vessels, it is important to remain
within tight budgetary requirements. This
agile product gives you the confidence to
be in control of costs while benefiting
from all that is possible through digital
communications now and for years to
come. To support this market, IEC
Telecom and Thuraya offer Orion Edge V
with flexible tariff plans and an option of
free hardware for project-based subscriptions, enabling fleet managers to get their
vessel connected with zero capital investment in a short span of time. It’s a winwin and we are delighted to introduce
Orion Edge V during this year’s virtual
OSEA.”
Globally, the small boats sector has
evolved steadily over recent years and is
forecasted to grow at 7 per cent by 2024 to
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become a $13.8 billion industry. The AsiaPacific region has a proliferation of smaller vessels, particularly those supporting
its growing offshore oil and gas sector.
IEC Telecom and Thuraya have developed
this advanced solution in response to the
needs expressed by customers in the Asia
Pacific region. Orion Edge V overcomes
the challenges of going digital for smaller
vessels.
The worldwide march towards digitalisation is accelerating and has further
increased pace since the COVID-19 pandemic as maritime sectors turned to digital
solutions to overcome a range of logistical
challenges that encompass ports, vessel
surveys, supply chain matters, and crew
communications. A recent study conducted by Ocean Insights revealed that 42 per
cent of businesses in the freight industry
will change their supply chain strategies
as a result of the pandemic with 67 per
cent regarding technology as the key to
doing so.
With a digitalised world now inevitable,
the digital economy has grown two and a
half times faster than global GDP over the
past 15 years. It is now worth $11.5 trillion
globally, equivalent to 15.5 percent of the
global GDP. The global digital transformation market is predicted to grow to USD
1,009.8 billion by 2025.
Mr Ben Soussia added: “For maritime
and offshore businesses, digital connectivity represents the future, and we are
pleased to announce that the future is
available now!”
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Getting real and together with
the maritime cyber threat
In this article, Dr Kimberly Tam, academic lead, and Chloe Rowland, project and knowledge exchange manager from the
Cyber-SHIP Lab at the University of Plymouth discuss how to work and research together to better understand cyber
threats, and how to put these threats into realistic perspective to inform development of short and long-term mitigation.

A

s the maritime sector accelerates its investment in integrating complex technology solutions into shipping operations,
it benefits from significant safety and efficiency gains. But there’s a downside to this
digital dividend in the form of proportionally more “opportunities” and wider
implications for cyber-attacks. Witness the
increasing frequency of reports about maritime cyber incidents on these pages during the last five years.
But don’t worry, you haven’t begun
reading yet another “maritime is scarily
behind the cyber threat awareness curve”
opinion piece.
After a number of high-profile attacks
this year, in which shipping’s big three and
even the IMO have been held to various
kinds of cyber ransom, let’s assume we’ve
all heard the wake-up calls and aren’t hitting the snooze button.
So you are unlikely to be labouring
under the caricature illusion that your or
some other organisations ships or ports are
out-of-sight-and-mind safe from cyber
attacker attention.
Chances are, you have recently seen or
presented slides illustrating the possible
cyber-attack impacts and knock-on effects
to your business, your customers, your
underwriters, supply chains; perhaps even
lives and economies.
You know that, worldwide, maritime
cyber accident and intentional attack are
fast-growing and significant threats: real
and present dangers. Your insurers know
you know it too. Witness a recent Allianz
risk barometer paper ranking maritime
cyber as the sector’s second highest concern in 2018. It didn’t even make the top-10
in 2013.
So, you are alive to the threats and,
hopefully, making progress ensuring your
senior management colleagues are similarly aware. You will have been conducting
audits, assessing vulnerabilities, running
scenarios, buying insurance, managing
risk as best you can.
Meanwhile, you may have been one of
the many people calling for sector-wide

collaboration to build cyber threat
resilience.
Which brings us to why we are here: to
write about working and researching
together to better understand cyber threats
in this unique maritime context; putting
threats into realistic perspective to inform
development of short and long-term mitigation and building meaningful situational
awareness.
Declaring a not-for-profit interest, we
are here to tell you about a significant step
we, at the University of Plymouth’s new
Cyber-SHIP Lab, are taking to help the sector to come together to develop understanding and tools to address the cyber
threat. We are already collaborating with
some of your peer organisations and, after
reading this, you may want to be involved
or at least to keep in touch.

Converging technology
and interests
Relentlessly converging information
and operational technologies—that
“IT”/“OT” nexus you have so often
name-checked in meetings and webinars
of late—are in their own way just more of
the many “moving parts” deployed to
ensure the efficacy, efficiency and wellbeing of ships, ports and, not least, of seafarers. And in a global pandemic there is
impetus for accelerated deployment of
remote control, monitoring and, sooner
or later, more or less autonomous vessels
and port operations.
It’s a brave new, digitally enhanced
maritime world in which today’s ad hoc
monitoring of and reacting to cyber-attack
trends and single scenario cases will not be
sufficient to build resilience at the scale
and pace needed to adapt to rapidly
changing technology and attacker methods
and motivations.
One of the biggest obstacles in the way
of understanding and mitigating maritime
cyber risk is the close to mind-bogglingly
varied and bespoke nature of the equipment in and between ships, ports and
headquarters. The range of ship types,
sizes and ages in the global fleet means

Author Chloe Rowland, project and
knowledge exchange manager, Cyber-SHIP
Lab, University of Plymouth
that the diversity of equipment configurations from ship-to-ship is huge. It makes
maritime cyber risk very difficult to assess,
manage and generalise about.
Common analysis and risk assessment
tools can’t simply be re-applied to thousands of unique ocean going and dockside
contexts. And if you are drawn to or
daunted by further complexity, you could
wonder or worry about the plethora of
unique configurations and network
topologies between the hundreds of thousands of extra units of IT and OT in line to
join the internet of things.
To date, most of the maritime sector
cyber-attacks you will have read about—
perhaps endured or repelled—will have
involved “traditional” servers and workstations. The attacker probably wasn’t targeting maritime at all. It’s been mostly collateral damage. But return on investment
or notoriety is something cyber attackers
understand and seek. So as more of maritime’s physical operations—propulsion,
cargo movement, etc—benefit from digital
smarts and connectivity, we will need to
understand systems-of-systems’ vulnerabilities at least as quickly as our clever
criminal “competitors”.
We’ve designed Cyber-SHIP Lab to

“One of the biggest obstacles in the way of understanding and mitigating
maritime cyber risk is the close to mind-bogglingly varied and bespoke
nature of the equipment in and between ships, ports and headquarters”
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Author Dr Kimberly Tam, academic lead,
Cyber-SHIP Lab, University of Plymouth
investigate the physical—equipment and
people—as well as digital. The Lab will be
an endlessly configurable, non-simulated
platform for real maritime world contexts,
challenging IT and OT systems and their
operators as colleagues from the
University’s cyber ranges hurl known and
novel malware and ransomware.
It is not easy for people outside the maritime community to contribute to maritime
cyber research, which is why even the best
generalist cybersecurity consultants may
struggle with a maritime brief. Maritime
data is difficult to acquire and the equipment necessary is much more expensive
than that found in typical IT security labs.
Working with our configurable maritime
hardware platform, our researchers will be
uniquely able to address these difficulties
and provide real data, answers, and tools
to address maritime digital technology
risk management.

Did we mention
collaboration?
Having completed much of the networking aspects of the Cyber-SHIP Lab platform, we are busy acquiring the first crosssection of ships’ bridge IT and OT hardware. Some of it we are buying thanks to
Research England and industry partner
funding, and some is being provided or
loaned by additional partners keen to work
with us to discover more about their systems’ strengths and vulnerabilities, even if
only extrinsic chinks in the armour in a
system-of-systems context. We have room
for more kit, current or under development, and room for seconded industry
researchers, so we encourage you to search
for Cyber-SHIP Lab if you would like
to be involved or stay in touch with
our research.
DS
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International Seaways’ approach
to shipboard cybersecurity
Amit Basu, CIO and CISO of International Seaways explained his company’s approach to shipboard
cybersecurity during two Digital Ship webinars. Karl Jeffery, founding editor of Digital Ship reports.

“T

he first computers were
installed onboard our
ships over 20 years ago,
and cybersecurity was
never really an issue for the first 10-12
years of that, since the devices had no
external connectivity, apart from the occasional email exchange via satellite phone
call to the office,” Amit Basu, CIO and
CISO of New York tanker owner International Seaways explained during Digital
Ship’s webinars held September 2020.
But now, most ships have always on
broadband internet connectivity via satellite. Also, data is being exchanged directly
from equipment itself, it is not just used for
e-mails and phone calls.
International Seaways even has vessels
connecting directly to a cloud hosted system, so seafarers can directly enter performance data, which can then be analysed on
the shore side.
Some equipment manufacturers are
demanding direct access to their equipment so they can do remote troubleshooting and send software updates without
sending anyone to the ship.
And crews are allowed to connect
their personal devices to the internet, all
using the same satellite-based internet
connection.
But there is very little “visibility” of the
ship network from shore – it is not possible
for the IT department to monitor the ship-

board network in the way it monitors the
office network.
There are rarely IT or cybersecurity specialists visiting ships.
“If you add all these - it is really not
very difficult for an intruder to gain access
to a shipboard network and the remain
undetected for a very long time,” he said.
Malware introduced from an e-mail
attachment or USB drive could disrupt the
entire shipboard IT network.
“After the infamous Maersk incident in
2017, cyber incidents are somehow recognised as an onshore problem for sure for
maritime companies.”
“Cyber incidents onboard ships are still
relatively unknown, [but] many in the
industry still remain complacent about the
risk involved. Most of the vessels are still
operating without effective cybersecurity
measures in place.
“It is maybe still true that maritime
industry doesn’t have a particularly
heightened cyber risk awareness, especially for the ships.”

Recommended steps
Mr Basu recommends that shipping companies follow the guidance and best practises issued by a number of regulatory bodies and stakeholders, including IMO,
BIMCO and US Coast Guard.
Ship operators should conduct a cybersecurity assessment of vessels, to help dis-

cover where they stand, and where the
gaps are in their cyber risk management
programs. Then they should establish
what steps they want to take and prioritise them. There are a number of companies offering cyber assessment services,
including “all the classification societies”,
he said.
International Seaways follows the
“Defence in Depth” strategy, with multiple
layers of security controls, with one as
backup for another.
A good first step is to improve visibility
of the shipboard network itself, so you can
monitor it remotely. “This will allow us to
detect any attack or attempted attack
early,” he said.
“Nowadays there are a several tools
available which can be installed onboard
the ships, which can have a very little footprint on the ship's network. It allows real
time monitoring alerting based on the
company’s rules if it notices anything
unusual. Some of these tools also leverage
artificial intelligence and machine learning
technologies to get smarter over time”
International Seaways partnered with a
company named Gradient Cyber, which
has a tool which can learn what a normal
behaviour of the shipboard network
looks like (a ‘baseline’) and then alerts if
it is notices anything with a large divergence from that. Over time, the alerting
system can be ‘tuned’ so that it is only

Amit Basu says that International Seaways follows the “Defence in Depth” strategy,
with multiple layers of security controls, with one as backup for another
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sending alerts when there are actual cyber
incidents.
Another measure taken by the company
is to segment the shipboard network
between crew personal communications,
business communications (IT) and operations technology.
This makes it possible to set controls
on the data communications each segment can send through the satellite communications. If one of the segments gets
compromised, it does not affect the other
segments.
A further measure is ensuring a strong
inventory, identity and access management system onboard. This is very important as many external people coming
onboard who may need to access shipboard computer systems, and crew
changes. You do not want the departing
crew member to have to pass on their passwords to incoming crew.
Keeping the shipboard IT systems
patched, with up to date antivirus, is also
very important. “Getting ships computers
patched, or sending antivirus updates, was
not common until recently. “This is as of
today absolutely critical, we don't have
a choice.”
The shipboard systems also need to be
designed with cybersecurity in mind, so
they are well guarded against an attack.
Crew, as the first line of defence, need to
be trained in cybersecurity awareness, so
they can spot something unusual and alert
the office staff to take action. “This training
has to happen on a routine basis because
the threats keep changing,” he said.
And the company needs a cyber incident response plan, so crew are prepared
for any cyber-attack, with incident
response plans and regular drills.
“These are the steps that we are either
implemented or in the process of implementing on our ships. I recommend every
company with an onboard internet connectivity to follow them,” he said.
The situation will likely get worse over
the coming years, due to increasing
reliance on digital tools, which will then
increase the “cyberattack surface” on
the ships.
“But at the same time, risks are inherent
in any innovation, the biggest risk would
be not to innovate at all,” he says.
This article is based on two presentations Amit Basu gave at Digital Ship
webinars. They can be found on YouTube
at https://youtu.be/bqrKAoVJsi4 and
DS
https://youtu.be/KS5gsHqOqD4

International Seaways is based in New
York City, and operates 13 VLCCs, 2
Suezmaxes, 4 Aframaxes, 8 Panamaxes,
5 x LR1s, a LR2, 4 x MRs, and 2 x FSOs.
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Now is the time to review and
revise cybersecurity
As the IMO introduces new cyber risk guidelines, Colin Lavelle, legal director, and Michael French, associate, from
international maritime legal specialist Hill Dickinson, advise on what the shipping industry needs to consider.

N

ow is the time for the maritime
sector to focus on implementing and enhancing cybersecurity in readiness for the implementation of new guidelines on maritime
cyber risk management from the International Maritime Organization (IMO).
The shipping industry’s unique features present skilled and creative hackers
with a plethora of opportunities to take
advantage of the wide range of industrial
control systems employed throughout
this vital area. A limited snapshot of these
systems include port and ship-based
cargo handling and container tracking
systems, waterway access systems, navigation and propulsion systems and automated processes to name just a few. Many
of these systems rely on smooth and efficient operation, meaning that especially
now, cyber-attacks can be all the more
damaging.
Cyber-attacks can also have criminal
motivations to highjack, divert, or steal
cargo. Events over the past four years suggest that these types of systems are becoming increasingly vulnerable to attack with
companies across all business sectors
experiencing increasingly sophisticated
and complex attacks that attempt to inflict
damage to property and operations
by taking control of industrial control
systems.
From 1 January 2021, by Resolution
MSC 428(98) the IMO has said that cybersecurity and risks related to it will now be
tested in audits. Essentially, no later than
the first annual verification of a Document
of Compliance (DOC) after 1 January 2021,
an organisation must demonstrate that
cybersecurity is an integral part of the safety management systems being used.
To assist companies with this process,
its Maritime Safety Committee has issued a
document titled ‘MSC-FAL.1/Circ.3’,
which provides guidance on maritime
cyber risk management. These guidelines

provide a staged approach and suggest the
following whenever possible:
1. Identify: Define personnel roles and
responsibilities for cyber risk management and identify the systems, assets,
data and capabilities that, when disrupted, pose risks to ship operations
2. Protect: Implement risk control processes and measures, and contingency
planning to protect against a cyberevent and ensure continuity of shipping operations
3. Detect: Develop and implement activities necessary to detect a cyber-event in
a timely manner
4. Respond: Develop and implement
activities and plans to provide
resilience and to restore systems necessary for shipping operations or services
impaired due to a cyber-event
5. Recover: Identify measures to back-up
and restore cyber systems necessary for
shipping operations impacted by a
cyber-event”
Assessing and seeking to manage cyber
risks is not simply about complying with
‘red-tape’, rather it is guarding against
very real and significant risk of material
loss. Research suggests that, worldwide,
some $2,900,000 is lost to cybercrime
every minute, while in the UK, data
breaches cost enterprises an average of
$3.88 million per breach. One in every
3,722 emails in the UK alone is an
attempted cyber-attack*.
A thorough risk assessment and compliance with the MSC guidelines will increase
the chance of identifying vulnerabilities in
systems and procedures, correction of
which will help prevent attacks and the
losses that can occur from a significant
cyber incident.
The cost implications of a cyber incident
should not be underestimated and can
include:
• the potentially massive loss itself
• financial risks associated with lack

Action to take before January 1:
• Outline your cybersecurity goals
• Undertake a mapping exercise of
existing systems, software, policies,
procedures and processes
• Identify the gaps between where you
currently are and where you need to
be in terms of your cybersecurity
goals. This gap analysis then needs
to be turned into a costed, step-bystep remedial plan
• Ensure management buy-in and allocate key roles and responsibilities for
cybersecurity all the way to senior
management level
• Put in place or upgrade your cyber-

security policies and procedures.
These need to be workable and practised, not just a tick-box exercise
• Upgrade digital networks, segregating key functions and protecting
them
• Train everyone in the organisation,
appropriate to their level. This should
be both general awareness training
and more specific role-based training
• Implement a rolling programme of
ongoing compliance and further
training so that cybersecurity
becomes part of your usual business
practices

Authors Colin Lavelle and Michael French warn that being cyber-secure
is not just about complying with ‘red-tape’, but guarding against
very real and significant risk of material loss
of insurance coverage where prudent
measures have not been taken
• claims by customers for associated loss
• reputational damage, and
• eye watering fines for non-compliance
Fines for data breaches under EU legislation alone can be the higher of EUR
20,000,000 or 4 per cent of total worldwide
annual turnover. This is before claims for
compensation (and the legal costs) by
those affected by the data breach. Recent
fines include British Airways which was
fined £20 million (lowered from the £183
million initially imposed) after it was subject to a cyber-attack in 2018 and Marriot
International Inc. which was fined £18.4
million after a cyber-attack in 2014.
In addition, the United States requires
all ships calling at its ports to have appropriately addressed cyber risk management
within their SMS in accordance with MSC
428(98). Failure to be compliant may result
in detention of offending vessels in
US ports.
Accordingly, the effects of cyber incidents can be far ranging and have catastrophic implications to a business’ reputation and financial standing. Cyber incidents can entice payments to the wrong
bank account and lead to hacked systems
that could cause business disruption and
lost revenue.

Maersk knows first-hand how devastating a cyber-attack can be, having suffered a well-publicised major incident on
27 June 2017 that affected its global network with a cost of up to $300 million.
Fortunately for Maersk, no data breach or
data loss to third parties occurred which
would have increased those losses significantly and likely exposed it to potential
fines.
Shipping companies should also consider the potential for malicious attacks
involving vessels that could result in control of the vessel being taken away from
the captain – the implications of such an
attack could be extremely serious.
In addition, if a vessel were sent on a
voyage while infected with malware, this
raises potential questions concerning
“seaworthiness” and could expose the
owner to liability both in terms of their
contractual obligations and the Marine
Insurance Act.
In summary, cyber-attack risks are
growing and becoming ever more sophisticated. And now is the time for shipping
companies to review their cyber policies –
both to comply with the new IMO guidelines and to safeguard against potentially
huge financial liabilities, business interruption and significant reputational
DS
damage.

*Sources:
https://www.riskiq.com/resources/infographic/evil-internet-minute-2019/
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3440069/uk-cybersecurity-statistics-you-need-to-know.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3440069/uk-cybersecurity-statistics-you-need-to-know.html
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IBM and Port of LA announce new
$6.8M cyber centre
www.ibm.com
www.portoflosangeles.org
IBM Security and the Port of Los Angeles
have announced a $6.8 million, three-year
agreement to design and operate a Port
Cyber Resilience Centre (CRC).
This multiyear agreement is aimed at
improving the Port's cybersecurity readiness as well as enhancing threat sharing
and collaboration within its supply chain.
IBM will provide its security software and
services to design, install, operate and
maintain the CRC. As well as technology,
IBM will provide expertise to help port
stakeholders detect and protect against
malicious cyber incidents.
The CRC will be a maritime Security
Intelligence and Operations Centre (SIOC)
to automate threat collaboration and
extend its reach beyond traditional maritime stakeholders to Port stakeholders.
Stakeholders will have the opportunity to
contribute threat data to the CRC as well
as benefit from the more extensive and
accumulated threat intelligence made
available to them through it.
"The Cyber Resilience Centre will provide a cutting-edge early warning system
to further defend the Port and its stakeholders against cyber threats," said Port of
Los Angeles executive director Gene
Seroka. "This will result in greater collective knowledge, enhanced data sharing
throughout our Port ecosystem, and will
help to maintain the flow of critical cargo."

The Board recommendation to select
IBM was based on a competitive Request
for Proposal (RFP) process conducted by
the Port. The new CRC will leverage IBM
Cloud Pak for Security, X-Force Threat
Intelligence and IBM Security SOAR
(Security Orchestration, Automation and
Response) to facilitate automated
response playbooks to security events
and collaboration amongst Port stakeholders. IBM will also collaborate with
TruSTAR to leverage their enterprise
intelligence management platform for
stakeholders to automate and distribute
intelligence among the Port of Los
Angeles and Port Stakeholders.
The collaboration with IBM Security
will provide the Port of Los Angeles's CRC
with cutting edge security technologies
and expert services support, including
threat Intelligence, automated Workflows,
orchestrated responses, and SIOC dedicated services and support.
"A supply chain is only as strong as its
most vulnerable entity. The CRC will help
each participating member of the supply
chain to better protect themselves, and by
extension each other," said Wendi
Whitmore, vice president, IBM Security XForce. "In the face of a cyberattack, every
second counts and with the threat detection, threat sharing, and automation capabilities that IBM can bring to this project,
we're uniquely positioned to build the
tools that can help provide the speed and
efficiency stakeholders demand."

Port-IT introduces first maritime
tailored NDR solution
www.port-it.nl
The heightened threat of targeted and
complex cyberattacks is prompting the
maritime sector to look for ways to
improve network security. In response to
perpetrators continuing to devise new
ways to exploit the vulnerabilities of a vessels network, Port IT has launched a fully
maritime tailored Network Detection and
Response (NDR) solution.
Security investments onboard vessels
need to include detection and response not just prevention such as a regular antivirus. According to Port IT, NDR is a vessel’s best protection strategy against any
cyber-attack.
NDR is a security solution used to
detect and prevent malicious network
activity. It is capable of investing and performing forensics to determine root cause,
before responding to and mitigating
the attack.
Implementing NDR also gives organisations greater visibility into what is actually on the network as well as all activities.
In turn, this will enable security teams to
identify and stop suspicious network
activity rapidly and minimise its impact on
a daily business.
Port-IT NDR silently monitors a vessel’s
network, watching for malicious events or
suspicious traffic, even between devices
only used internally, such as the VDR and
a guest PC. Once this kind of traffic is
detected the solution will deploy forensics,

mitigate the issue and instantly informs
the Port-IT Security Operations Centre
(SOC) team.
To detect malicious kinds of traffic it
uses a combination of artificial intelligence, machine learning and userdefined policies, offering intelligent
layers on which the configuration can
be strengthened. Port-IT NDR uses
NTA, Network Traffic Analysis. NTA
does not only monitor the network
perimeter, but more importantly all
traffic within the network for complete
coverage. NDR detects threats across
the entire network, including BYOD &
IoT devices and even advanced
unknown attacks that other solutions
have missed.
With NDR it is not needed to install
software on any device, hence it is the
ultimate solution to detect malicious
activity from or within a network, regardless if it is crew, business or a guest network. NDR can be used on commercial
vessels and fits in perfectly on yacht
networks to monitor the traffic of
its guests.
The Port-IT NDR solution seamlessly
integrates with all existing security products of the Port-IT portfolio, providing
the shipping companies with a full security-minded overview of all network elements of the vessel. Received data is
monitored 24/7 and analysed by a team
of maritime trained network/security
engineers.

Port IT has launched a fully maritime tailored Network Detection
and Response (NDR) solution

webinar
Keep a look out for our
www.thedigitalship.com
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MLS and SMT collaboration
to spur eLearning in 2021
In autumn this year, eLearning specialists Marine Learning Systems (MLS) and Stream Marine Training (SMT)
announced a new collaboration to provide a unique end-to-end maritime training solution for the maritime
industry. Digital Ship attended the virtual launch to find out how the solution will boost maritime learning.

A

new end-to-end maritime
training solution that offers
flexible learning from home or
onboard ships is now available
to the maritime industry following a collaboration between two companies.
One part of the duo, Marine Learning
Systems (MLS), has brought its software
design expertise to provide the platform
and tools to enable maritime businesses to
manage their entire training needs either at
the fleet, vessel, or individual crew member level. Its partner, Stream Marine
Training (SMT) has brought its training
content and blended learning elements,
which are run by its experienced industry
trainers, many of whom are ex-mariners,
and experts in their fields.
The result of the two companies coming
together is a “customisable 360-degree
training system that takes care of all of the
aspects of training delivery, training management, measurement, and also continuous improvement,” Murray Goldberg,
founder and CEO of Marine Learning
Systems explained during the virtual
launch.
The new solution is based on a sevenpart learning process (pictured). The training cycle offered by the joint venture
begins with identifying any knowledge or
skill gaps within the organisation so targeted training can be implemented. This is
maximised using a blended learning
approach, enabling the non-practical elements of a course to be completed online,
saving operators time and money.
Following this there is a pre-learning
experience where the training starts to
come in. Mr Goldberg explained,
“Training for a specific topic will start with
some online pre-learning, which is done
through a maritime specific learning management system. It can be done anywhere,
wherever the learner is. This part provides
the foundation for the knowledge that they

are going to learn or the skill they will
acquire.” All progress made is stored in the
dashboard so the operator can access it at
any time.
The third step involves a knowledge
assessment to ensure the knowledge is
gained by the trainee before proceeding to
the next stage.
The fourth step provides onsite training
and assessment. “This is the hands-on part.
Participants arrive with prior knowledge,
making this phase very efficient. Once they
pass this step, they are qualified,” Mr
Goldberg explained.
In the fifth step, the trainee will be back
onboard and will be regularly assessed via
the system. This ensures learning is kept
up to date and any areas where additional
training is required is provided.
Mr Golderbeg said that in addition to
the regular knowledge assessment, the
companies regularly assess skills. Drills
and on the job performance are measured
carefully and onboard using SkillGrader.
Data from these assessments is held in a
central location for reporting back to the
operator.
In the last step, based on the outcomes,
targeted refresher training is deployed.
Once this step has been completed, the
cycle starts again for a different learning
topic.
“At the centre of the system is the unified database which manages and tracks
training and monitors the training across
all of the components,” Mr Goldberg
explained. Operators have access to the
reporting dashboard to ensure compliance
and training effectiveness for individual,
vessel, and fleet performance. This will
also enable identification of training
requirements, refresher training, and even
benchmarking at fleet, vessel, or individual levels.
“Clients will realise the benefits of being
in complete control of their training

The new system by MLS and SMT provides a seven-part learning process for crew members
requirements and will have access to
detailed data covering the skills, knowledge and competencies of their workforce.
The system will also measure any knowledge or skills that fade over time and indicate refresher training topics and frequency,” said Martin White, CEO of Stream
Marine Training.
The solution enables training to be done
wherever, whenever, even during times
of limited or no connectivity. As a result
of significantly reduced travel and accommodation needs, the system is expected
to save costs for operators by up to 50
per cent.
“Equally, seafarers will benefit from the
flexibility offered by the blended learning
approach, being able to participate in the
online sessions whatever their location.
This is backed-up by SMT’s newly reopened facility, which has stringent new
coronavirus policies in place that comply
with the HSE, MCA and UK government
guidelines to keep delegates and staff
safe,” explained Mr Goldberg.
As a result of maintaining strong rela-

tionships with flag states, the partners can
ensure rapid online course approval to
improve training efficiency, Mr Goldberg
confirmed. “We’re seeing flag states
acknowledge new ways of digital learning
so that’s very positive,” Mr White added.
“What’s really being brought forward
by this collaboration is how digital technologies can be used to help people learn.
One of the key things you can do is coordinate what happens online with in-person
training and make that seamless. Often,
these two elements are seen separately so
that part of it we think is going to be
addressed very tightly here. In terms of the
media itself, it’s really the best technology
essentially for the job. We have expensive
simulators at one end, and at the other is
textbook learning – no one thing is necessarily the right approach for all the different kinds of learnings,” Mr Goldberg
explained.
Furthermore, new technologies that
enter the market can be dropped into the
learning system as often as desired by the
end user.
DS

Shipparts.com signs strategic partnership with ABS
www.shipparts.com
ww2.eagle.org
ShipParts.com and the American Bureau of
Shipping (ABS) have signed a Strategic
Cooperation Agreement for delivery of
Classification Services and development of
Frontier Technologies to the companies’
mutual customer base.
A key feature of the agreement is that
the execution will be digital with integration for efficiency.
Customers will be able to access ABS
services including verification and certifi-

cation on the ShipParts.com user interface
including other value-added services
to be developed, centered around data
analytics.
Beyond core classification services, ABS
and ShipParts.com will promote digitalisation and technologies including predictive
maintenance and additive manufacturing.
The growing adoption of these technologies in the maritime industry will allow for
smarter, safer and more efficient vessel
operations.
Mr Paul Karam, ABS said: “Digital technology is reshaping the industry; ABS is

pleased to work closely with innovative
companies like ShipParts.com who utilises
digital technology to empower traditional
maritime industry. I believe that the strategic cooperation between both parties will
bring together the core competencies of
each party on various marine and offshore
related aspects,”
Mr David Luan, ShipParts.com, said: “It
is our honour partnering a leading classification society as ABS. We share a common
vision with ABS in bringing value to our
customers through digitalisation firstly via
eProcurement for spares and classification
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services followed by other service innovations arising from Big Data insights.”
The signing ceremony was attended by
Mr. Eric Klees, senior vice president,
Eastern Hemisphere Operations, Mr. Paul
Karam, vice president, Greater China
Regional Operations and Mr. Peter Ko,
business manager, East Asia Vendor
Business Development. ShipParts.com was
represented by Mr. David Luan, founder
and chief executive officer, Mr. Leo Liu,
chief operating officer and Mr. Lu
Jianping, general manager and technical
director.
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New app to bridge the gap between seafarers,
their families and support networks
FrontM is set to launch a new app that will bridge the gap between seafarers, their loved ones, and vital welfare support
services with the ultimate goal of helping seafarers find relief from feelings of isolation and loneliness. Digital Ship
spoke with FrontM and the International Seafarers Welfare and Assistance Network (ISWAN) to find out
how the app will mitigate seafarer wellness issues by facilitating seamless onboard connectivity.

S

eafarers today are faced with
expensive and intermittent
onboard connectivity that hinders their ability to stay in touch
with friends and family, keep up to date
with current affairs, and easily access welfare services and support. As a result, feelings of isolation, disconnection and loneliness are rife and with the global pandemic
disrupting crew changes and repatriation,
these feelings are only being exacerbated.
The International Maritime Organization
(IMO) has referred to the outbreak of
COVID-19 as a ‘humanitarian crisis’,
which has further highlighted the physical
and mental health challenges seafarers face
as a result of extended periods spent
onboard vessels.
Speaking with Digital Ship, Lisa Moore,
VP commercial product management at
FrontM, the company behind an edge AI
software platform to drive digital experiences for the maritime and aviation industries, confirmed to us that over a third of
seafarers (650,000) do not have access to
connectivity at all. Where they do have
connectivity, they are often competing
against restricted bandwidth, while payas-you-use is simply poor value for money.
Voice and video calls are data intensive
and costly, with FrontM research finding
that on average seafarers spend US $101
every month on crew communications.
The upkeep is too expensive for most. Not
only does this make it near impossible for
seafarers to stay connected to friends and
family, but it means that they cannot access
welfare services offered by organisations
such as the International Seafarers Welfare
and Assistance Network (ISWAN).
Ultimately, this leads to significant mental
health challenges and high suicide rates.
According to FrontM data, 5.9 per cent of
seafarer suicides are due to fatigue, isolation and lack of contact with family and
friends.
According to Caitlin Vaughan, project
manager at ISWAN, “Access to good com-

munications should be a basic human
right.” ISWAN believes that it is imperative for seafarers to be able to contact home
and access welfare services at sea or wherever they are. “We need to know that they
can access our helpline and resources as
easily as possible. Seafarers contact us for a
variety of reasons including for emotional
support, practical assistance and to find
out where their nearest port welfare centre
is, which is especially important now with
COVID as normal time onboard is being
extended.” Without good connectivity,
making a quick phone call or finding out
a simple piece of information is near
impossible.
Moreover, good connectivity can help
build strong relationships between crew
onboard. While some have voiced concerns around onboard connectivity and its
potential to drive social segregation, Ms
Vaughan assured us that, “It’s more likely
that good connectivity facilitates better
crew cohesion. It reduces the stress of worrying about what’s going on at home and it
aids in more conversation between the
crew as they can discuss things going on at
home and events happening with their
families.”

Onship: the seafarer's
trusty companion
Realising that “there wasn’t a single solution that could offer a thrusted and conversed digital touch point to help address
these issues,” Miss Moore explained that
FrontM saw a gap in the market to create a
service that would provide seafarers with a
way to seamlessly search and access various services, without significant data consumption, which is often the result of
searching across multiple platforms.
“There are solutions like Facebook,
Skype, Messenger, but these are quite data
hungry and seafarers’ allocated data budgets don’t go far. We wanted to develop a
holistic approach to provide seafarers with
a trusted companion that no matter where

they are, whether it's onboard a vessel, in
port, onshore or at home, they can access
the services that they need to stay connected and therefore healthy and happy
at sea.”
This realisation inspired FrontM to
develop a super app called Onship, also
known as ‘the seafarer’s trusty companion’. Onship works over any existing vessel satellite connectivity system, ensuring
crew's connectivity budgets go further.
Access to Onship is completely free,
requires no background data usage and
calls to any number including satellite cost
50 per cent less than the typical rate seafarers are paying today. The solution is
underpinned by core communication capabilities such as instant voice messaging,
group chat, custom news feeds (via Robbie
the Virtual Reporter – see more below),
video conferencing, health management
and on demand healthcare services. “We
aim to become a one stop shop so seafarers
don’t have to navigate all the data across
various platforms to access what they need
to,” Miss Moore explained. “They’ll have
one platform that they can use to speak to
family members, to surf the web, to get
support from ISWAN 24/7, all via the click
of a single button.”
One of the most notable benefits of
Onship is its ability to connect seafarers
with ISWAN’s wellbeing support services
and its Seafarers Directory, which lists
wellbeing centre locations. “We wanted to
raise awareness of the support that exists
through our organisation and to give seafarers easier access to these tools,” Ms
Vaughan noted. While it is possible for seafarers to access ISWAN support through
centralised services provided by employers, often this doesn’t permit much privacy. “They often have to go into a communal area and therefore can’t always speak
freely to friends, family or support staff,”
Miss Moore explained. With the stigma
around mental health, accessing confidential support is paramount to seafarer well-

“Sometimes even the most basic things are tricky when you’re at sea.
E.g.Letting the wife easily find out what time it is where I am, so she knows if I
am working or free for a chat. Onship is fixing so many of these comms issues.
Well done and thank you to the Onship team”
- Sumay, First Officer.
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The app allows users to connect with
ISWAN’s wellbeing support services
being. “It can be very difficult to reach out
and ask for help while feeling isolated
onboard so it is crucial for seafarers to be
aware of the confidential support they can
receive from ISWAN,” Ms Vaughan
explained.
ISWAN was chosen as one of the first
organisations to join Onship due to positive feedback from seafarers about the services provided. “Research showed us that
seafarers feel positive about ISWAN and
what they are doing in the industry today.
It was important for us to give ISWAN a
channel and help them expand their footprint too,” Miss Moore said. Adding to
this, Ms Vaughan said, “We’re a small
team so we need to be visible to help seafarers get the help they need. I think in
general knowledge and awareness of the
support that exists for seafarers might be
more limited than we expect.”
Miss Moore confirmed that as development on the app continues, FrontM will
look at additional partnerships with other
welfare organisations and charities to
integrate with Onship. “We will also continue to shape applications with feedback
from ISWAN and experts,” Miss Moore
confirmed.
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“We presently have a cap of 300MB if not on 4G coverage. But there is
unlimited use on our ships’ computers. But that is not that private and to be
honest it is difficult to have a personal chat about family and health matters.
Messaging, VoIP and video calls are high on data use. I’m glad the Onship
app can help fix this and if my children can call me on it that is even better”
- Jackson, Ordinary Seaman.”
A closer look at Onship
As well as connecting users with ISWAN,
Onship enables seafarers to use services
they would have access to onshore.
One feature is Robbie the Virtual
Reporter that allows seafarers to access
news and information on topics they are
interested in, enabling them to stay afloat
with current affairs. “The user can set up
notifications to push the data through to
them whenever they want it. If a shipping
company were to deploy Onship to their
entire fleet and entire workforce then we
could install edge software which would
then enable data like this to be cached
locally for seafarers to access as and when
required offline. The information is also
stored on the device for access at any
time,” Miss Moore explained.
Another feature is HealthMariner, an
on-demand healthcare service that
enables seafarers to access medical advice
from FrontM’s healthcare partner,
VIKAND. Basic consultation to alleviate
healthcare problems is provided via a
nominal fee. Miss Moore confirmed that
FrontM and VIKAND are working together to build a telemedicine service as part
of Onship.
Seafarers can also access the innovative
feature Snappie, which provides them
with the ability to send friends and family

members memories via personalised travel
postcards and merchandise.
Images and location data can be sent to
loved ones to help them share their experiences at sea, and enable those at home to
see what life is like for their loved one at
any time.
Onship also enables crew to communicate with one another over the local area
network, requiring no data consumption,
to warn other members about crew ailments or troubles. “They could set up a
group on the app and use this to communicate risks or issues to increase awareness
and help mitigate problems,” explained
Miss Moore.
Onship is a mobile-first application but
is available for download across any and
multiple devices. Many platforms are hosted on the satellite connectivity hardware,
whereas Onship is a pure software solution, meaning it can be used on any, providing greater choice to seafarers.

An app not just
for the seafarer
Seafarers’ families also experience feelings
of loneliness and anxiety as a direct result
of not being able to communicate with
their loved ones at sea. Onship has been
designed to provide those onshore with
peace of mind that their loved ones are safe

every single shipping company to think
about the services they provide to their
crew. We are hopeful that they will take a
step back and realise that communication
is a basic human need and see the importance of this. A simple ‘hello, how are you
doing today?’ is the difference between
a seafarer getting up and feeling invigorated or going through the day feeling
isolated, lost and anxious. I hope this
app makes companies take stock and
want to do more to help seafarers,” Miss
Moore noted.
DS

and happy. “It is vital to bridge the gap
between the families and so important for
them to never feel alone. This is why we
created the app, not just for the seafarer
but their families too,” said Miss Moore.
“We hear from a lot of loved ones about
their concerns, so if this platform can offer
a more straightforward solution for families to keep in touch, then that’s very
important,” added Ms Vaughan.

Preparing for launch
and ongoing plans
For the last year, Onship has been through
a range of tests and trials, with seafarer
and existing partner feedback used to
adjust and improve the service prior to
launch. According to Miss Moore, FrontM
has built up many strong relationships
with seafarers with a number of them waiting to download the app as soon as it
becomes available.
As bandwidth availability increases, Ms
Vaughan and Miss Moore both confirmed
that their organisations will be working
with others and alongside satellite
providers to further drive down costs and
make connectivity more affordable. Both
companies will also be raising awareness
around the importance of connectivity for
maritime workers.
“We really hope that this project helps

Robbie the Virtual Reporter enables
seafarers to access news and other
information to help them keep
up to date with global affairs

James Fisher AIS and SRO Solutions launch new digital partnership
www.james-fisher.com
www.srosolutions.net
A new digital partnership to create an
innovative and advanced asset management system is being launched by James
Fisher Asset Information Services (AIS)
and Manchester-based tech company SRO
Solutions, representing IBM’s Maximo
software in the marine industry.
The collaboration will see four proven
technologies offered as one package supported by experienced marine and offshore teams from AIS and SRO Solutions.
The four technologies are IBM’s Maximo
asset management software and SRO’s
Data Replication Solution together with
AIS’s digital twin platform R2S, and Mimic
Condition Monitoring (CM).
SRO Solutions founder Tony Lackey, a
trained marine engineer, said the new
partnership is a hugely exciting moment
for the sector as it will drive massive digital innovation in the efficient management
of thousands of pieces of equipment
between onshore and offshore oil rigs and

fleets of ships.
“I know the team from James Fisher AIS
well and we began to discover that an
increasing number of offshore companies
were investing in both IBM’s Maximo and
AIS’s R2S and Mimic CM technologies but
leaving them in silos unaware how to maximise the software through synchronising
the kit,” he said.
“This partnership tackles that problem
for companies which already own the software but it also brings a new very powerful product to the marketplace for companies looking to radically improve their
asset management operations. Bringing
the four pieces of software together with
the industry and domain expertise of SRO
and AIS will help businesses drive massive
cost and time savings as well as make
maintenance work safer and enable more
remote work. When you look at how R2S
and Maximo save company’s literally millions by eliminating waste and reducing
equipment breakdown it is very exciting to
see what we can do together for customers.
“As an example, Maximo is designed to

manage machinery maintenance preventing breakdown. But this is just on a piece of
paper, the engineer cannot see the equipment or where it sits on the rig or ship.
And this is where the R2S digital twin
comes in. Through R2S, engineers from the
comfort of their office, can navigate
through an immersive real-world replica
of the ship or rig and explore around a specific piece of kit. They can then see what
else is around the equipment, such as say a
tank which would make hot work unsafe
and then plan their work in advance rather
than wasting time on the spot. Giving
Maximo effectively a pair of eyes through
R2S is real digital innovation which will
change the industry for the better.”
Sean Huff, AIS managing director, said:
“I’m particularly excited to be partnering
with SRO, the synergies between the companies and the technologies are very
attractive. The R2S digital twin technology
and the Mimic condition monitoring system for instance provide operational and
real-time engineering information to owners and operators of complex maritime
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assets to deliver operational efficiencies
and cost savings. Both R2S and Mimic link
directly to the SRO-deployed and maintained Maximo systems to drive additional
value. The partnership between AIS and
SRO allows for a significant number of
synergies in a common client pool, including widening our collective footprint in
the maritime sector via the sharing
of resources.”
Paul Mount, Mimic general manager
said: “Whereas many vessel owners and
operators have typically operated on a
just-in-time reactive basis to equipment
failure, we’ve seen that model come under
significant financial, and during the
COVID-19 pandemic, operational pressure. In addition, a new cohort of tech and
financial savvy asset owners are challenging industry norms, and we’re actively
engaged in helping them realise their digital objectives. This partnership is one such
area where both companies have identified
where inefficiency exists in the industry
and have come together with a comprehensive initial package.”
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Profit-sharing contract delivers 4 per cent
fuel savings for Brittany Ferries
A unique profit-sharing contact between Wärtsilä Voyage and Brittany Ferries has yielded significant
results for the duo. Digital Ship spoke with Andrew Rayner at Wärtsilä Voyage to learn more about
the contract and the benefits both companies have reaped.

T

wo years ago, Wärtsilä and
French operator Brittany Ferries
entered a unique profit-sharing
contract that saw the installation
of Wärtsilä Voyage’s trim and speed energy management and optimisation technology onto Brittany Ferries’ Cap Finistère. Following six months of trials and testing, the
ferry was consuming 4 per cent less fuel
than before the installation, equating to
savings of 2,600 tonnes of CO2 emissions.

Establishing the contract
The idea for the unusual profit-sharing
arrangement was initially born in 2016,
shortly after Wärtsilä acquired Finnish
technology firm Eniram. The acquisition
provided Wärtsilä with greater data analytics, modelling and performance optimisation tools to reduce fuel consumption
and emissions.
“Wärtsilä was speaking to customers in
France and realised that shipping customers were looking for ways to exploit
digitalisation but didn’t quite know how to
go about it,” Andrew Rayner, head of
sales, key account solutions at Wärtsilä
Voyage explained to Digital Ship. “As a
result of the Eniram acquisition, Wärtsilä
knew that they had something really interesting that would benefit the shipping
companies in terms of their fuel consumption, budget and their emissions, and they
had a feeling that they could do something
more than just a pilot. They believed they
had something that could go fleet wide.”
Wärtsilä had already established a good
relationship with French operator Brittany
Ferries, and from here on the companies
began discussing how the operator could
drive optimisation with Wärtsilä’s help.
According to Mr Rayner, the overall costs
for hardware, software, troubleshooting
fees and additional services were too much
for Brittany Ferries at the time. “Brittany
Ferries said to us if we really believe in

what we do, would we be prepared to discuss some kind of profit-sharing or savings
sharing arrangement. So, this is where we
started having this discussion.”
One of the most difficult parts of the
conversation was calculating the savings
for both parties. “While you can aim to
split the savings, you risk arguing later
down the line about how this was calculated and is this right or wrong etc and that
isn’t going to be good for the relationship.
Wärtsilä already had such a good relationship with Brittany Ferries, we didn’t want
to jeopardise this is any way. So, we spent
a lot of time and effort defining together
how to calculate the savings for Eniram,
Wärtsilä and the customer, and that’s how
we got to this arrangement.”
While it was a risky move as the benefits
weren’t clear right from the start, Mr Rayner
said that for Brittany Ferries one of the
biggest benefits was “giving them access to
this technology for a relatively small entry
fee. We did charge them a small capex for
the hardware, but it was much less than we
would have normally charged.”
For Wärtsilä, it was hoped that the partnership might incentivise a longer stream
of revenue going forward.
In 2018, the profit-sharing contract
between the companies was signed. Mr
Rayner confirmed that both parties had a
strong vested interest in getting the system
onboard and installed as soon as possible,
training the crews, working with them and
following up to drive savings and emissions reductions.

Sharing pays off
One of the challenges of a profit-sharing
contract is calculating and splitting the
savings. However, as a result of Wärtsilä’s
long-standing relationship with Brittany
Ferries, both parties were able to be “open
and honest about the data available,” Mr
Rayner confirmed.

“For some time, Brittany Ferries
had been collecting data on their
voyages, such as sailing times, sailing speeds, fuel consumption
before and after the voyage, so
some data was available that they
shared with us, which helped us to
start building a baseline. We looked
at the previous performance of the
vessels on given routes, which was
made easier by the fact that ferries
tend to sail the same routes with
regularity and consistency.”
As a result, Wärtsilä was able to
access a large quantity of data on
the ferries’ historical performance.
The data was used by Wärtsilä to
identify the factors that affected the
fuel consumption of the ferries
based on the use of the Eniram system, compared with the factors that
affected fuel consumption that were separate from the Eniram system, for example,
vessel sailing speed.
“We had very deep discussions about all
of the factors we thought would affect the
fuel consumption and how to identify those
which had something to do with Eniram
and those that had nothing to do with
Eniram. One area that Brittany Ferries had a
lot of data on was dry-docking. They had
some vessels having a lot of work and others just having a wash and clean or reblast,
repaint, or other items that might affect performance. We came to an agreement of how
to build these factors into the equation.”
In March 2019, the Eniram system was
activated on the Cap Finistère and an initial
6-month test commenced. Data was collected and analysed by Wärtsilä Voyage
before being presented to Brittany Ferries.
According to Mr Rayner, Brittany Ferries
validated and confirmed they were happy
with the calculations.
For Wartsila, this was a huge benefit. “It
accelerated the rate at which Brittany
Ferries wanted to expand the installations
to the rest of the fleet. We feel privileged
that after a long process they chose to work
with us. At the start we were focussed on
the savings and those aspects but of course
there are lots of other things that can be
done with the data,” Mr Rayner explained.
“We’re starting to explore other things
that we could do with them with the data
that we’ve collected, for example being
able to mimic onshore the engine room
data, which is useful for the superintendent, and we think that the overall engagement will expand now we’ve proven what
we do works.”

Next steps
The ‘Cap Finistère’. Image courtesy of Brittany Ferries

While installations like these can be tricky,
especially on first vessels, Mr Rayner said
that Brittany Ferries’ fleet was fairly het-
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Eniram’s monitoring dashboard
erogenous, meaning that scalability challenges were to be faced. Mr Rayner praised
the level of engagement given by Brittany
Ferries and said that they have really
helped Wärtsilä in getting the systems
installed as soon as possible.
Rolling out the system in the future,
Mr Rayner said that Wärtsilä will be
actively speaking to crews and obtaining
first-hand feedback on the system and
its use.
“The success of this contract will definitely change the way we approach business in the future,” Mr Rayner confirmed.
“When this contract started a couple of
years ago, it definitely wasn’t something
normal we were doing so we weren’t promoting this type of business to other
potential clients until we had a better view
on whether it was working for other parties. But now we have the Eniram system
up and running and calculating fuel savings on the first vessel, we are really looking forward to getting more vessels
installed and gaining more data and seeing
how it averages out over time with different vessel sized and configurations, routes
and speeds for example.
“We think it’s a very interesting way of
working if you have the right levels of
engagement and trust with the customer.
Obviously under the current circumstances it is going to be difficult for companies to invest in something that shows the
savings later down the line, but it’s a good
way of getting an entry into potential
clients. We are definitely looking to push
it to other clients now.
“We’re really pleased that the contract
is being pushed by Brittany Ferries. It’s
been slightly affected by the current crisis,
but they’ve shown their commitment to us
and given us more orders. It will be interesting to see how the savings on the other
vessels pan out over time.”
DS
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Improving port call efficiency through
digital collaboration
A new digital collaborative platform by Port+ is facilitating more efficient digital
communication between stakeholders involved in the “pitstop” of a tanker.

R

esearch by independent maritime information provider
Port+ has found that a lot of time
is wasted on pitstops, specifically for tankers. By enabling stakeholders to
share digitally the operational and planning
data involved in a pitstop, it can be planned
and executed as efficiently as possible.
In the Port of Antwerp, a liquid bulk
vessel will on average spend 2.5 days in
the port. Vessels arriving at the pilot station at sea must obtain clearance before
being allowed to sail up to the port. This
often results in a significant waste of time.
One calculation made by Port+ showed
that in one year tankers waited 73,900
hours at a pilot station. This wasted time
can be the result of a destination berth not
being available when the vessel needs it.
While this information should have been
predicted earlier, quite often it is not.
According to Port+ calculations, 62 per
cent of all tankers arriving at a pilot station
are required to wait before they are
allowed to sail up to the port, and 35 per
cent have to wait because their destination
berth is not available. On average, 25 per
cent of the time a liquid bulk vessel spends
at berth is waste. This means that there are
no operational activities taking place.
Research and data analysis into port call
processes carried out by Port+ found that
even at the most efficient ports like the Port
of Antwerp, there is room for improvement.

Why are tanker pitstops
so inefficient?
According to Port+, liquid bulk vessels end
up wasting time as there is no real fixed
plan or schedule. Even when there is a
schedule, it can change at any time.
Furthermore, operations at the terminal
are complex and less predictable than for
other cargo types. More stakeholders are
involved with liquid bulk vessel port calls
than other cargo types, making communication and planning more complex.
According to Port+, not all stakeholders
have contractual relationships and so some

stakeholders are not obliged to communicate proactively. This frequently means that
stakeholders have to chase one another for
information as often there is no proactive
communication. As a result, there’s no single source of truth as planning is based on
phone calls or emails. Information is easily
outdated or inaccurate and different stakeholders end up using different data.
Various stakeholders may also be interested in different parts of the port call efficiency. Ultimately, it is difficult for all
involved to obtain a complete overview of
the port call, further exacerbating the issues
that exist when it comes to decision making
and adapting to different situations.

Data sharing and
digital collaboration
Port+ believes that data sharing with other
stakeholders is critical to driving benefits for
all stakeholders involved. Some of the benefits of data sharing and digitalisation include:
• Standardisation – one of the key factors
of digitisation is standardisation. Using the
same standards across the industry will
increase the ease of integrating different
systems and decrease the risk of errors
• Pushing data - sharing data will also
reduce the need for phone calls and inefficient use of time. If all stakeholders are
given the same data at the same time,
administrative pressure is lowered, and
more time is available for other tasks
• One single source of truth – sharing
data through a single platform also
reduces the likelihood of inaccurate information transfer
• Analysis – having access to both your
own data and data from partners allows
for better analysis of port calls. The data
and the analysis can be the basis for further
improvements and optimisations, and
even predictions

The role of the stakeholder
Port+ believes that if each stakeholder
shares data, huge benefits in the port call
process can be achieved. For example:

A screenshot from Port+’s Qronoport, the shared collaborative platform that
makes the pitstop of a liquid bulk vessel in a port more efficient. Please note
that the data in the screenshot is fictional and for illustrative purposes only

• Cargo owners – Cargo owners will be
the first to know which cargo will be
moved from where to where, and by
whom. If the cargo owner shares data with
other stakeholders, they will be able to better plan, improving the efficiency of the
entire port call
• The terminal – many stakeholders rely
on terminal information to decide their
own plans. By sharing data from the terminal, other stakeholders will not have to call
up the terminal to find out new information and will be able to optimise their planning further
• Surveyors – the role of the surveyor is
key in liquid bulk vessels, according to
Port+. A surveyor knows how long sampling and analysis will take, and they usually have a good idea of their own operational capacity, which can be valuable data
for other stakeholders. Getting insight into
the planning and expectations of other
stakeholders will give surveyors a much
more accurate view of reality and provide
the opportunity to create and adapt a far
more realistic and efficient planning
• Ship agents - the ship agent is the
informational pivot point where information is often centralised. According to
Port+, ship agents constantly chase after
information and there’s no single source
of truth for them. They therefore have to
incorporate margins when estimating vessel movements.
An article written by Mikael Lind and
Juan Carlos Croston on unctad.org states
that:
“The implementation of data sharing
for enhanced transparency and harmonisation among port actors creates opportunities for ship agents to deliver faster and
higher service quality empowered by digital means and new services.” (“Rethinking
maritime businesses for the digital age: the
evolving role of ship agents”).
Port+ states that when stakeholders share
data digitally through one platform, they
can create one single source of truth, drastically lowering the number of telephone calls
and e-mails, and lowering the need for
including unnecessary margins in planning.
• Ship operators - A ship operator wants
his ships to sail as efficiently as possible,
and as much as possible. Laying idle at the
berth, without any operations going on, is
a waste of time and money. Improving the
port call will make sure a vessel can leave
the port in time and be on its way to the
next port without delays. Sharing data and
getting information from other stakeholders can help a ship operator improve its
operational efficiency and analyse port
stays better
There are many other stakeholders who
will also benefit from sharing their data
and collaborating with others, including
pilots, barge operators, bunker providers,
tugboat services, lock management, cus-
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toms service providers, waste collection
and treatment companies.

How Port+ is helping
stakeholders to improve
efficiency
Port+ is an independent maritime information provider founded in 1905. One of the
company’s core businesses has always
been, and still is, vessel reporting. Port+
provides stakeholders in maritime supply
chains with information that enables them
to optimise their operational planning and
execution. The company has a strong focus
on using data and digital solutions to optimise port calls.
One solution offered by Port+ is
Qronoport, a shared collaborative platform
that makes the “pitstop” of a liquid bulk
vessel in a port more efficient by combining data from various sources, including
data directly from the stakeholders.
Qronoport lowers the threshold for stakeholders in a pitstop to digitally share operational information with other stakeholders.
This provides visibility, predictability and
more efficient communication.
Qronoport takes and combines data
from various sources. For instance, data
from port community systems, AIS data,
and operational data and timestamps
about planned, ongoing and finished activities directly from the stakeholders. The
combination of these data sources gives
stakeholders in the process a highly accurate overview of the different activities taking place – both planned and completed –
increasing the efficiency of their planning
and operations.
This results in an increased predictability, a decrease in waste in between activities
and hence a decrease in turnaround times
for vessels through the port.
Stakeholders can benefit from the following by using Qronoport:
• All data that a stakeholder needs to
plan their activities is centralised in one
place, rather than spread out over different
mailboxes, Excel files and systems
• Combining all of this data and ingesting it from the source, creates a single
source of truth. Nowadays, stakeholders
are often working with different or outdated information, which can lead to conflicts
and delays
• Ingesting the data from the source and
centralising it, drastically decreases the lines
of communication. This results in a faster
call to action and an easier overview of
when something is expected from someone
• The data hub allows Port+ to send out
relevant notifications. All relevant data
will be pushed, completely turning around
DS
the current way of working
This article was based on a white paper
published by Port+. Find out more here
www.qronoport.com
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Setting new records for collaboration
Electronic Record Books represent a new opportunity for crews and shoreside teams
to share and analyse data for the corporate and common good.

I

t stands to reason that logbooks have
been with us ever since mariners
began to navigate their vessels upon
the open sea. Logbooks were initially
deployed as a means of recording departures and arrivals, establishing safe routes
and logging ship speed while chronicling
conditions and key incidents en route, as
well as registering the day-to-day minutiae
of working life onboard. These journals
rapidly became mandatory items of legal
documentation; proof that appropriate
protocols had been followed, evidence that
goods had been correctly transported to
and from the relevant ports, confirmation
of appropriate crew conduct, and so on.
Centuries later, the historical resonances of the earliest logbooks still persist.
There’s something charming about the fact
that a large number of seafarers are still
submitting logs on paper, with handwritten entries, to shoreside management
teams and port state control authorities. In
a purely abstract sense, the aesthetic
appeal of such artefacts is inarguable; but
aesthetics are of little importance where
maritime safety, commerce and regulatory
compliance are concerned. In the digital
age, paper logbooks pose so many challenges that the format becomes, if anything, almost indefensible.

back to onboard personnel and ask them to
write their entries more clearly can be
another frustrating and time-consuming
exercise.

Lack of shoreside
visibility
The instant e-logbook access provided by
an effective digital solution is a game
changer for shoreside teams. Without this
mechanism in place, these teams are
unable to monitor and review a vessel’s

Operational transparency

the digital revolution taking place across
the globe; instant access, time and security
are challenges being faced by many industries. Everything within LogCentral
appears to support the principle of stimulating collaboration between vessel crews
and shoreside management teams.
Standardised formatting of ERB entries
makes them easier for crews to record, easier for teams ashore to read and therefore
easier for officials to review. Vessel crew
can also take on accountability for the
actions they have logged in both the solutions overview and the audit log via
encrypted and unique Usernames,
Passwords and Pins.
Additionally,
synchronised
data
between all workstations and shore allows
instant access to all vessel logs; management teams can monitor vessel discharges
and emissions to air across an entire fleet,
and this information can be used to produce monthly reports on shipboard waste
production.
Shoreside teams will also benefit from
having all the data stored within
LogCentral. With this they can easily analyse trends, compare vessels and set benchmarks, and easily extract information as
needed to submit to relevant authorities
for remote inspection. With instant access
they can also act as another verification
check, fleet or vessel check.
The clear inference, demonstrably verified by hard fact, is that it benefits everyone
at every stage of the process to see what
everyone else is doing at all times, and to
follow a set series of approved procedures.

The IMO succinctly defines an ERB as ‘a
device, system or software application
designed to facilitate accurate entries for
discharges, transfers and other operations
into an efficient electronic format.’ An
illustrative example of a digital tool developed for this specific purpose is
OneOcean’s
LogCentral
solution.
Designed in accordance with the IMO’s
MEPC (Marine Environment Protection
Committee) standards for industry-wide
consistency and approval regarding the
use of ERBs, the solution aims to engender
and encourage transparency by pulling
together numerous operational strands,
enabling data to be synchronised across all
onboard and onshore workstations.
This is an important consideration. The
linking of records, with a number of fields
being auto-filled, can only make it that
much easier to pick up on anomalies; allied
to which this system will issue visual
warnings both to crew and shoreside
teams in the event of incorrect data being
entered or in the event of tank threshold
limits being reached, and so on. The solution can also check the records and indicate
if the entry was recorded late based on the
previous entries.
As the industry continues to adapt to

It doesn’t require a leap of imagination to
understand that a joined-up and mutually
supportive operating structure is increasingly essential if ship companies are to mitigate the ever-present risk of breaching
MARPOL regulations. The beauty of being
able to share, analyse and leverage accurate, accessible ERB data sets is that the
consequent insights will not only benefit
the companies involved, but will also contribute to a significant recuperation of
marine environments.
By drawing upon accumulated e-logbook information in the form of graphs
and tables to benchmark performance and
identify trends, shoreside teams can create more efficient waste management
strategies and bring about more streamlined working practices on board by, for
example, reducing duplication of work.
The increased clarity and simplification
will in turn enable crews to concentrate
on running the vessel. A collective, reciprocal improvement in operational awareness leads to better-informed planning,
more enhanced decision-making and
greater safety. Everyone wins, in every
respect.
DS

tier and on/off status of marine diesel
engines.
The compliance stipulations are that
each ERB must preserve all records
entered for the minimum period mandated
within the relevant MARPOL Annex, and
that the ship’s master should be able to
produce and certify a hard copy of verified
records if requested to do so by port state
control. The IMO is at pains to emphasise
the fact that the convenience of ERBs in no
way diminishes a crew’s duty to continue

Electronic Record Books represent a new opportunity for crews
and shoreside teams to share and analyse data

Instant access
Fortunately, these challenges can all be
overcome with the adoption of a digital
solution linking electronic logbooks
between crews on board and shoreside
teams. It goes without saying that producing logbooks in an electronic format also
saves valuable time and greatly reduces
the likelihood of errors being made.
Accurate record-keeping at sea depends
upon the availability of busy crew members, who need to set aside the time to
complete entries, verify and submit data
which confirms that the vessel has been
operating with due compliance. Anything
which speeds this process is obviously
welcome: delays in presenting the data to
Port State Control can not only result in
fines but can also lead to significant trading disruption and even the impounding
of vessels for the truly unfortunate.
The value to teams ashore in having this
instant access to e-logbooks is both immediate, in the respect of checking entries and
ensuring accuracy, and long-term, as the
analysis and leveraging of cumulative log
data will enable managers to fine-tune
operational efficiencies, identify any
potential issues and assess vessel performance trends.
Additionally, e-logbooks dispense with
one of the most recurrent headaches associated with handwritten logs; namely the
very fact that they are written by hand.
Shoreside teams have often encountered
problems with legibility. Having to go

operational status in real time, or check for
incorrect and missing entries in the official
documentation, until much later in the
process.
In the worst-case scenario, they might
have to painstakingly recreate a crew’s
work, and all of this compromises the shoreside team’s ability to act effectively as an
extension in the smooth running and effective recording of vessel operations, providing crucial support to onboard personnel.

Electronic Record Books
In the light of these multiple difficulties
and drawbacks, adopting a digital solution
to facilitate transparency, collaboration and
coherence between ship crews and onshore
management teams makes undeniable
sense. This now becomes a doubly prudent
and rational course of action given that the
IMO’s amendments to MARPOL Annexes
I, II, V, VI and the NOx Technical Code
have been active since October 1, 2020.
These amendments essentially represent an official advocacy for the use of
onboard ERBs (Electronic Record Books),
as an alternative to paper logbooks, to confirm vessels’ compliance with international
conventions and flag state requirements
for pollution prevention and control. ERBs
can now be deployed and submitted as
detailed logbooks for monitoring oil,
cargo, garbage, ozone-depleting substances, fuel oil changeover and engine
parameters, as well as documenting the

to accurately maintain all vessel records
and logs and produce these ‘in a timely
manner’ during routine vessel inspections.
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How Hafnia manages vessel performance
Hafnia’s vessel performance department manages the performance of around 200 vessels,
with just 3 full time employees, 2 student assistants, and some great software.
Head of performance Michael Rasmussen explained how they do it.

H

afnia describes itself as the
“the world’s leading product
tanker company”, with 38
owned MR vessels, 13 owned
handy sized vessels, 29 owned LR1 vessels
and 6 owned LR2 vessels. It also manages
a pool of some further 100 vessels, including managing the performance.
Michael Rasmussen, head of performance with Hafnia, explained how the
company manages performance of its vessels, in a webinar organised by Digital Ship.
The company has met on its commitments to decarbonise, with loan agreements with a bank which are linked to sustainability, including KPIs on how much
its emissions must reduce.
“If we are fulfilling these KPIs everything is good. If we are not reducing the
CO2 emissions according to our KPIs we
get a penalty in terms of a high interest
rate. If we do better there’s a little bonus
with a lower interest rate,” he said.
To access funding for vessels from nearly any fund or bank in Denmark today,
you are likely to have to produce “green
accounts” showing what the CO2 emissions would be, he said.
The company is only 10 years old – and
wanted to run its business in a different
way from the start. “We wanted to make a
modern company,” he said. “We did not
have the 130 year history which many of the
classical Danish shipping companies have.
We were blessed with the blank canvas.”

Weather routing
The foundation of the performance management system is “basically the weather
routing,” he said. “We use that as the first
step of planning the route.”
It used to take “a couple of hours” to get
a routing taking weather into consideration, now it is available instantly, he said.
The most important function of the

routing system is of course to avoid
inclement weather. The next important factors are choosing the best speed and reducing fuel consumption.
There can be choices of whether a route
goes into or outside an emission control
area (ECA). Outside the ECA the ship consumes low sulphur fuel, which has a “relatively low price.” But within the ECA it
consumes gas oil (which has very low sulphur levels) and is more expensive.
If there are no different options about
what route to take, then just having information about the weather is very helpful, he
said, so you don’t send the ship into a storm.
The contractual agreement also needs to
be taken into account. A charter party will
say what speed the vessel is expected to
take. “On a laden passage it is seldom lower
than 12.5 knots. It could be 13, 13.5 knots.”
“It is no use if we think we can optimise
here and there if the contract says you have
to go 13 knots and you have to be at a certain place in a certain time,” he said.
Hafnia seeks to encourage charterers to
agree to a certain speed range, rather
requiring a specific speed, he said.
Once the route and speed is chosen,
clear instructions need to be given to captains, and it is important that vessels also
follow the instructions, he said.

Underway
Once vessels are underway, their performance and the changing weather can be
monitored.
With automated weather routing,
whenever the computer discovers a change
in the weather forecast for the ship, there
can be new weather routing advice generated and provided to the crew. This can
happen any time around the clock.
Hafnia’s operators are monitoring the
tracks of vessels, and the tracks of storms
and other weather. “You can take proper

action and make changes to the route as we
go along,” he said.
Hafnia will typically set a maximum
level of allowed fuel consumption and
through this the CO2 level which can be
emitted during any voyage – and then ask
the vessel to manage the speed.
The captain is ultimately responsible for
the choice of route, so it is called ‘advice’
rather than ‘orders’.

Gathering data
Hafnia takes data from the weather routing system into its performance monitoring software.
Currently, performance data is taken
from a report sent manually from the ships
at noon every day. But in future it will be
automated and sent continuously. “There's
many systems out there who can do it for
you,” he said.
There are plenty of data, which is possible to collect, but also it is not necessarily
valuable to have more. Often, data is not of
as good quality as the company would like.
One issue is having separate “speed
over ground” and “speed through water”
data. The difference is that “speed through
water” takes into account any current. So if
a ship is going 10 knots “speed over
ground” moving directly against a current
going 3 knots, the “speed through water”
is 13 knots.
The “speed over ground” is important
to the charterers, who can use it to calculate how long it would take to get from one
point to another. But if you are analysing
the performance of the ship, “It is important to know what the current is,” he said.
Calculating the vessel’s speed can
involve “fumbling about in the dark,”
since speed logs are “inaccurate to quite a
large degree”. It can be done by taking the
fuel consumption and working out what
speed would have caused it.

Performance monitoring
All of this data is analysed to understand
performance. The company is doing more
and more data analytics. “We started a
journey a couple of years ago, and we are
still learning,” he said.
Managing the data is enormously complex. “We get a lot of a data which we can
download and analyse. We need systems
to manage the data for us.”
Hafnia uses software from Coach
Solutions. “We had a great co-operation
with Coach,” he says. “Whenever we say
we would like to see x y z, we talk to
Coach, and we get it done.”
All the owners, and their ship management companies if they have them, can
access the data on Coach Solutions, so it is
transparent. They can do their own analysis if they want.
It is important that companies with vessels in the pool feel that they are treated
equally, and they can use the software to
check this if they want to.
The performance monitoring work
involves the technical department, commercial department, even the accounts
department and investor relations department. It is where the company calculates
its overall CO2 emissions, and builds up a
business case for its customers and lenders.
“Performance is not something done in
a dark room, it is coming up in the sunshine,” he said.
Keeping careful accounting can also let
you see factors in different terms, such as
understand how many trees you would
have to plant per day to take as much CO2
out of the air, to compensate from the extra
CO2 which the heavy fouling on your
tanker is causing you to emit.
“That's an interesting calculation which
I recommend people to do,” he said. “The
methodology is online on Google.”

Customers
When the oil price is changing, it may suit
oil traders if a vessel arrives earlier, so they
issue a ‘speed up’ order to the shipping
company. Under the terms of the contract,
that requires the vessel’s speed to be
increased to 16 knots.
More fuel will be used, which the trader
will pay for. But this means that the CO2
emissions the vessels emit might be tripled,
and so use up a bigger chunk of Hafnia’s
CO2 emissions quota. It may mean that at
the end of the year, vessels are sailing at just
8 knots to keep CO2 emissions down.
“Mother nature cannot send a bill to us
[for the CO2 emissions],” he said.
So, it is important that Hafnia’s customers
recognise the need to keep CO2 emissions
down, not just look at the cost of fuel.
DS

Hafnia uses software from Coach Solutions to understand its “enormously complex” data
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Digital Ship’s webinar on weather routing
to optimise vessel performance can
be viewed online via this link
https://youtu.be/ct9v-mQgYqE
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Can dynamic pricing unlock latent profits
in container shipping?
Dynamic pricing makes it easier to control revenue generated by products and services and optimise profit margins, yet
pricing for shipping goods worldwide is not calculated using the dynamic pricing methods that account for real-time
variability and supply chain optimisation, writes Lars Fischer, managing director, Softship Data Processing Singapore.

U

tilising big-data and increasingly sophisticated algorithms, real-time pricing has
transformed a wide range of
commercial industries and markets – from
travel through to retail – by providing both
businesses and consumers with greater
cost transparency and choice. For retailers
or service providers, the ‘dynamic pricing’
method – where prices can be flexibly
adjusted to any market situation – makes it
easier to control the revenue generated by
products and services and optimise profit
margins.
Dynamic pricing is so common in retail
today that we barely notice its use. As consumers, most of us know how to get the
best deal by shopping around. We also
expect to be able to shop or employ services to meet our specific needs and do so
in a way that requires as little effort as possible on our behalf. As a consequence of
this consumer demand, ensuring products
are shipped and transported on time and
at the lowest possible cost is a direct determinant of the ability of a lot of companies
to make a profit. Yet, pricing for shipping
goods worldwide, somewhat ironically, is
not calculated using the dynamic pricing
methods that account for real-time variability and supply chain optimisation.
As a result, in many instances the current process of calculating multi-modal
transportation models and providing rates
for customers looking to ship goods can
cause shipping companies to haemorrhage
money. This is because, for most shipping
lines, calculations for enquires from customers have to be developed on a case-bycase basis, with trade, sales and agency
managers within shipping lines drawing
from a disparate set of Excel spreadsheets,
spot quotes and open tariffs alongside contractual agreements in order to prepare
an offer.
This largely manual process is exceptionally time consuming and resource
intensive. It greatly reduces routeing
options to only the most obvious or immediately available routes, and does not
account for real-time variability, for example, should there be disruption at certain
ports or fluctuating carrier capacity. It is
highly vulnerable to mistakes and it can
take days for shipping lines to revert to the
client with quotes. Given the overall trend
towards digitalisation in shipping, this is a
way of working that is outdated and no
longer fit-for-purpose. Considering the
complexities involved in managing multimodal cargo transportation and the myriad possibilities available for moving cargo
worldwide, dynamic pricing capability
could transform how bookings are managed in the liner sector in particular.

A small handful of the larger container
lines have built bespoke in-house dynamic
pricing tools, but – until now – there has
not been an off-the-shelf solution available
for any carrier to use in a plug-and-play
way. As one of the world’s leading
providers of software solutions for the
liner and port agency markets Softship has
been developing a dynamic Pricing
Calculator for the shipping sector for several years; one that can account for hundreds of potential routing options and a
broad range of operational variables to calculate complete costs instantaneously.
Launched a few months ago following an
extensive trial and testing period,
Softship’s Pricing Calculator is now being
used by container lines of all sizes to automate their rate management and also
booking processes using dynamic pricing
capability. This is a significant development for the industry – meaning smart
pricing and routing is longer the preserve
of the biggest carriers.
The web-based tool allows supply chain
managers and operators to identify and
select optimum end-to-end (port-to-port or
door-to-door) multi-modal solutions for
their customers and provide full breakdowns of transit times at the point of
enquiry. After keying-in a few simple
inputs (origin, destination, preferred timing
and cargo information) the solution compares all possible options automatically
from the company’s pre-defined transport
network – and can include all transport
modes including truck, road and rail, before
presenting all possible options including
transit times, costs and contributions.
From a technical perspective, the
Pricing Calculator works by integrating
into the carriers existing IT environment,
using their existing tariffs, contracts and
associated cost calculations to provide
complete visibility in a single screen all
possible routeing options, costs, revenue
contributions and transit times. For carriers of all sizes, this means they can provide
instant and highly accurate quotations
which factor in all possible routing
options, costs, timings and revenue contributions automatically.
Any carrier can connect the dynamic
pricing tool with their existing enquiry
handling apps or simply use it to respond
directly to customer enquiries – either
behind the scenes, or by hosting the pricing tool on their website in the way that
airlines currently do. This is possible
because the Pricing Calculator tool is a
web-based application which is integrated
with the company’s other internal systems,
bespoke or otherwise. For example, it will
connect with the company’s existing commercial modules and calculate according-

Author Lars Fischer, managing director, Softship Data Processing Singapore
ly. This is done through Application
Programming Interface (API) technology,
which allows defined and controlled data
exchange
between
two
systems.
Importantly, as there is a defined interface
for the Pricing Calculator and an established way of sending information
between the two systems, carriers adopting the tool do not need to customise the
system.
This automated calculation gives the
carrier far greater control not only over
pricing options, but far greater control
over operations, too, by having more visibility of cargo movements and earnings.
Importantly, when rates are handed out to
clients, the yield or revenue contribution
for each shipment is visible. With this
enhanced visibility over the revenue contribution of a route, the Managing Agent or
Salesperson can instantly see if a particular
route will make a significant contribution.
They can select the level of profitability
required in order to offer a routing and
cost option so that they always have a clear
view of the profit contribution and they
can choose to offer discounts at their discretion. For many carriers, this is a big selling point, as it helps to foster repeat business. Dynamic pricing means that all prices
given to clients are kept in one repository
and are not scattered across different systems or Excel sheets, and enquiries are
handled immediately. Importantly, for
global or multi-national carriers, it means
that all offices are working off a single and
unified system, which is incredibly important for transparency.
For the end-user, the person trying to
book a shipment from A to B, the dynamic pricing capability makes the experience
similar to booking a hotel – they can see all
suitable options available to them, what is
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or is not included, how they can adjust
their requirements to change costs. IT
gives flexibility, control and oversight in a
way that is not possible without extensive
dialogue or back-and-forth with carriers in
the way we work now. The cost and efficiency savings for the end-user making
the enquiry, who can receive a detailed
breakdown of their options, and the benefit for the carrier, which has a detailed
helicopter view of what they can offer and
how they can optimise their revenues, are
significant.
In many ways, it is understandable that
the shipping industry has been slow to
adopt digital pricing solutions, and cautious in building solutions for automating
sales enquiries and routing requirements –
this is exceptionally complex work. There
are an almost limitless number of variables
when it comes to moving cargoes worldwide, an almost limitless number of costs
to account for, operational considerations
to factor in and now, many possible routing permutations as we work through the
pandemic. But, thanks to the wealth of
data now available to the industry, there
are no longer barriers to using dynamic
pricing in shipping.
In the current operating environment,
dictated by the rapid swings of a global
pandemic, automating and simplifying
booking processes may provide a lifeline
to liner companies already working on
small margins. What we have learnt this
year is that shipping not only can but must
utilise digital solutions in order to adapt to
a new way of living, and a new way of
working. By digitalising, integrating and
automating this process – which is both
critical to operations and highly timeconsuming – liner companies can get a
step ahead.
DS
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Digital fleet operations need
data-driven decisions
The digital transformation of shipping requires consolidating data across a broad spectrum
of inputs writes Kashif Mahmood, senior vice president digital solutions at ABS.

T

he biggest challenge to the
advance of digitalisation in
shipping is not COVID-19 or the
pace of technology adoption relative to other industries. The biggest challenge for shipowners is bringing together
disparate data sources from across a fleet
into a single dashboard that drives faster
decision-making.
This is a problem at vessel level, thanks
to different data formats and sources and
the need to collect some data manually,
relying on crew intervention. The problem
is many times magnified at fleet level with
impacts on safety, performance, morale
and compliance.
Despite the best efforts of ship managers and software start-ups over the
years, many shipowners are still at the
mercy of the noon report. This artefact of
another era is so unreliable that some have
debates as to what the data contained in it
actually means. Often the only choice is to
go back out to superintendents and masters for clarification and a clear and actionable response can take days.
Owners know they need better data; the
problem is that many don’t know where to
start in adopting digital solutions. For the
most part, it makes no sense to try and
build their own. However a ‘do nothing’
strategy risks not being able to retain or
grow their market share in future.
Shipowners already know how hard it
is to capture and process this amount of
data, what they need is a simpler way to
understand the performance of their vessels – and even their ship managers –
across a fleet. They can use that analysis
to maximise operational and financial

performance to understand how the
assumptions in their financial models are
holding up.

Building a platform
If the industry is to make progress towards
a safer more efficient and digitalised way
of working, then this welter of operational,
class and regulatory data needs to be
brought together with the external inputs
such as performance against charter party
to provide insights into how maximise
potential asset earnings.
By digitalising core operations around
reporting, integration and fleet insights,
owners can refine the way they engage
with their managers and improve decisionmaking. The transformation process is
designed around better asset management
with inputs on environmental and vessel
performance; improving compliance and
driving up standards.
The reason that similar ventures have
tended to fail is because their creators cannot harness the data that resides in systems
and processes without the buy-in of a
trusted and neutral third party.
Plenty of platforms take input on equipment performance or availability but often
this is where they stop; the owner gets
some operational bullet points but little
more. In fact, OEMs are just one of the data
sources that helps to create the full digital
picture.
To create a platform that can meet the
needs of digital shipowners requires some
rethinking of the processes involved. It
also requires a design using componentbased architecture, not something that can
be bought off the shelf, using very hi-tech

‘Lego blocks’ that can be swapped in and
out as needed. Design a system this way
and an owner can quickly start to see the
data they need.

The digital solution
For owners looking for a way to accelerate
their digital transformation ABS has created MyDigitalFleet, a platform that collects
data from some 160 different sources and
provides real-time, risk-based analysis of
vessel performance and compliance.
ABS MyDigitalFleet is the only customisable risk management platform that
provides real-time data-driven insights to
improve fleet efficiency, reduce costs and
manage risks.
All these different data elements can be
absorbed into a single system to enable
faster decision-making against predetermined operational and risk profile. Having
a dynamic understanding of asset performance has benefits across the business;
customer relationships, safety, compliance
and financial performance and support an
evolution to a fully digital business model.
Class is able to successfully bring
together the technical and commercial
aspects with safety and compliance data
and host all securely. By connecting all the
available data, shipowners can reduce
their risks, make smarter decisions and
achieve real time results.
The industry has not seen this level of
data integration before; in fact, the capability to ingest and analyse data in a standardised way has only become available in
the last few years.
This level of operational data provides a
much more accurate picture of vessel posi-

Author Kashif Mahmood, ABS senior vice
president digital solutions
tion and performance, not just where the
owner expects or hopes it will be. They will
have a live view of compliance and a risk
score that can advise on direct and indirect
cyber vulnerability.
Understanding risk profile clearly has
direct benefits for safety and it also means
the owner can keep the asset commercially
available and competitive. Data driven
safety and maintenance moves the process
from the present into predictive conditionbased data making it possible to forecast
machinery health and likely performance.
This degree of process efficiency will
maximise asset utilisation, positively
impact the top line and also drive compliance to support the bottom line. Common
tools such as AIS data and weather forecasts can start to add real value because
they enable the owner to be proactive and
reduce both risk and operating costs. DS

Rolls-Royce acquires marine automation solutions company
tions for navies, commercial vessels and
large yachts. Representatives of RollsRoyce's Power Systems business unit and
Rolls-Royce has acquired Servowatch the company’s previous owner, the Indian
Systems, a UK-based international suppli- engineering, procurement and construcer of integrated marine automation solu- tion projects, manufacturing, defence
and
services
group Larsen &
Toubro, signed
the contracts on 2
December.
Servowatch,
based
in
Heybridge,
Essex, will significantly expand
the ship automation division of
the MTU product
and
solution
Rolls-Royce has acquired marine automation solutions company,
brand of RollsServowatch Systems
Royce's Power
www.rolls-royce.com
www.servowatch.com

Systems business. "Servowatch's modern
and sophisticated range of automation and
integrated bridge systems for government
and commercial ships and large yachts is
the ideal complement to continue to offer
sophisticated total system solutions for
marine propulsion systems and the entire
ship automation sector," said Andreas
Schell, CEO Rolls-Royce Power Systems.
“Building on a state of the art automation
platform and connecting it with our MTU
SmartBridge and Digital Solutions we
consequently follow our system strategy
and being able to provide a fully integrated bridge-to-propeller-solution for our
customers."
The new subsidary's open automation
systems will be fully integrated into MTU's
product range. "With our Bluevision and
Callosum systems, we have positioned
ourselves excellently in the market for ship
automation over the past two and a half
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decades. We are the only engine manufacturer in the world that can also supply the
electronic platform for monitoring and
controlling the entire ship. With
Servowatch, we will continue to expand
this position and modernise our product
portfolio," said Knut Müller, vice president
of the marine and governmental division
of Rolls-Royce's Power Systems business
unit.
Servowatch employs approximately 35
people at its headquarters in Heybridge,
with additional 11 people in India.
Servowatch automation systems monitor
and control the operation of numerous
large ships, for example large yachts and
government vessels - not only the propulsion system, but also numerous other functions such as heating and ventilation and
power supply.
The commercial terms of the deal are
not being disclosed.
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Why human capital is indispensable
to digital classification
The global pandemic has accelerated shipping’s digital transformation, but digitalisation
can only be a success if human capital is put first, writes Laurent Hentges, vice-president,
operational excellence & information systems, Bureau Veritas Marine & Offshore.

S

hipping, one of the world’s oldest industries, finds itself at a
technological crossroads. The
much-touted digital transformation of the sector looms large on the
horizon as traditional, manual processes
come under the spotlight.
Real-time, connected equipment and
intelligent data is emerging as one of shipping’s most valuable assets. The next generation of digital and advanced-analytics
tools has been brought to the market
alongside other innovative technologies,
such as artificial intelligence and machine
learning, and is having an immediate
impact.
However, we’ve also seen how digitalisation brings new challenges. Recent
cyber-attacks against a number of maritime organisations have revealed that the
security solutions currently in place aren’t
necessarily a match for sophisticated hackers. Clearly, digitalisation is a doubleedged sword.
It’s clear that we can’t afford a ‘business
as usual’ approach as the digital transformation take its course. We need to be an
agent of change that embraces digitalisation for the good of our customers.
So far, we have driven significant developments in the digitalisation of shipping.
For the shipowner, the most significant
digital development for classification services so far have been digitising classification and statutory surveys, from the digital
request with optimum survey planning to
e-certificates or enabling remote surveys
when relevant.

Next steps for the
digital transformation
Shipping’s digital transformation has so far
only scratched the surface of what it can
achieve. It is commonplace to talk about a
digital acceleration as a result of COVID-19.
A digital transformation was well underway. It will continue and probably quicken.
As the pandemic disrupted the traditional classification model, digitalisation
has proved crucial to ensuring business
continuity. The debut of new remote capabilities, such as Bureau Veritas’s network of
Remote Survey Centres, and innovations

such as smart glasses, has allowed class the
ability to conduct surveys without being
physically present. These technologies can
now also be used as a part of the ‘new normal’ for specific instances on occasional
surveys, such as minor damages.
The pandemic will likely now lead to
increased demand for acceleration remote
surveys, as their value and effectiveness are
being recognised with faster responses for
clients; subject, of course, to a remote survey, being appropriate and compliant with
all relevant procedures and controls.
Furthermore, it can reduce the risks to
which surveyors are exposed and lower the
carbon footprint of our survey activities.
However, the use of remote surveys
may be held up by the challenge of
onboard connectivity. Most vessels are not
yet equipped for sustained live streaming
in all the areas of the vessel that are subject
to inspection. While, intranet networks,
fixed routers, or mobile hotspot routers
can boost connectivity, it is an area of digitalisation that still needs further progress,
whether to overcome technical constraints
or cost barriers.
Nevertheless, the pandemic has shown
how the future could look beyond the current best uses for remote digital access;
offering a glimmer at what can be achieved
with the analysis of real-time, intelligent
data, alongside the skills and experience of
a surveyor.
Anecdotally, we have seen how
enthused many shipowners are excited by
the opportunities of digital transformation.
Traditional, manual processes can be augmented, enabling ship managers – and our
surveyors to deliver more value thanks to
an injection of digital technology.
For example, in the classification process of a new ship design, design review
time is critical. Yet, while most shipyards
now build and use 3D models of their
ships for the purpose of the design and
construction processes, the exchanges with
class, largely, remains based on 2D drawings. But we have challenged this.
This is an area that will benefit from a
clear injection of digital technology to
assist plan approval surveyors to offer
improved services: to be faster and more

accurate, plus more effective in a collaborative process that offers greater insight.
The 3D plan approval process, as demonstrated in our work with Naval Group,
using the Dassault Systèmes platform, has
applied the 3D classification process to a
significant naval vessel in a first-of-a-kind
initiative. This is a major step forward in
the design review and calculation process
required for class approval.
The 3D model of the ship design will
not only be indispensable for surveyors
assessing the vessel in the design and construction stage, but it will also serve as a
continually updated digital twin, accurately reflecting the condition of the ship, that
will accompany the ship throughout its
lifecycle, allowing all stakeholders to communicate across the collaborative platform
for enhanced transparency and quality.

People will be key
to digital success
Digitalisation can only be a success if
human capital is put first. Many businesses
succeed in understanding how to best
implement digital technology, followed by
the necessary investment, and then bringing the organisation along. However, it is
vital that companies do not see digital technology as a solution that removes or
reduces the need for its people. On the contrary, the potential of digital technology can
only be fully unlocked by human capital.
For example, artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning can deliver greater
value, but only when human capital is put
first. AI applications can lead to the automatic detection and addressing of defects
on ship structures. Those applications can
save time and reduce costs while enhancing the surveyors’ personal safety by
avoiding risky areas, as AI and machine
learning can detect potential defects, thus
reducing the risk of costly repairs.
However, these cutting-edge digital
technologies can only be a success as a
result of the local surveyors’ expertise. It
will take their skill and experience to interpret the various datasets to analyse and
qualify numerous and various pictures
that will feed and dictate the outcomes of
machine-learning.

“Recent cyber-attacks against a number of maritime organisations
have revealed that the security solutions currently in place
aren’t necessarily a match for sophisticated hackers.”
- Laurent Hentges, Bureau Veritas Marine & Offshore.
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Author Laurent Hentges, vice-president,
operational excellence & information
systems, Bureau Veritas Marine &
Offshore
Shipowners will also benefit from digital technologies to gather real time data
from the ships systems and equipment.
This will enable them to build data management centres to support remote supervisions of ship operations, as well as leveraging consolidated data to improve future
designs or operating modes and to
enhance operational and environmental
performance as well as safety.
But this can only be a success if ship
owners mobilise the most skilled and experienced operators to interpret the collected
data and make the most out of it.

Digital transformation
to unlock shipping’s
potential
A successful digital transformation can
contribute to an agile and robust sector,
mitigating the fallout from COVID-19.
However, it is critical that the sector finds
the right line between embracing digitalisation and appreciating the indispensable
skills and experience of shipping’s people.
The unique local and specific knowledge of a ship’s pilot, a port agent, vessel
superintendent or a classification surveyor
will be critical to the success of shipping’s
digital transformation. To put it simply:
shipping’s digital revolution will be
doomed to failure if it does not bring along
its people.
This is why classification societies, such
as Bureau Veritas, have a crucial role to
ensure that the digital transformation is a
long-lasting success story by ensuring that
digitalisation is deployed to unlock human
capital and leverage and evolve the talent,
skills and experience of our people.
DS
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Hanseaticsoft adds Microsoft’s Power BI to Cloud Fleet Manager
dashboards.
By integrating this into CFM,
Hanseaticsoft is enabling companies to
process any operational data from CFM in
Hanseaticsoft has integrated Microsoft’s
Power BI, giving them access to more
Power BI into its fleet management sysrobust and informative reporting options
tem, Cloud Fleet Manager (CFM), to offer
beyond the existing set of reports currently
customers enhanced insights into their
available.
operational data. It is also hoped that the
Now users of CFM can choose from a
integration will drive a data culture
variety of predefined reports, create
their own reports
using an assortment of templates
or create new ones
completely
from
scratch. All data is
visualised in a
clearly structured
way and users can
make use of easy to
navigate options
for visualisation to
create
impactful
graphs to share
with colleagues in
minutes.
One of the key
benefits is the interface is kept simple,
helping users that
are non tech-savvy
to create and share
their own analyses.
By
generating
impactful statistics,
Hanseaticsoft adds Microsoft’s Power BI to its fleet management system
KPIs and detailed
www.hanseaticsoft.com
www.powerbi.microsoft.com

across the organisation to improve business decision making.
Power BI is a business analytics service
offered by Microsoft which allows data
from multiple sources to be pooled and
analysed in a central place. It provides
interactive visualisation tools and business intelligence capabilities and enables
users to create their own reports and

Marpoint receives ISO 27001:2013
certification
www.marpoint.gr
Marpoint has been certified with ISO
27001:2013 for the Information Security
Management System (ISMS) in a time
where the overall goal of the industry is to
support safe and secure shipping.
The latest IMO Maritime Safety
Committee (MSC 98) approved a joint
MSC-FAL circular on Guidelines on
maritime cyber risk management, based
on the Interim guidelines on guidelines
on maritime cyber risk management

(MSC.1/Circ.1526).
Being certified with an ISO/IEC 27001
demonstrates that Marpoint can be trusted
to protect the confidentiality and integrity
of the information of its processes.
“By following industry best practices
and certifying our information security
management system, Marpoint is demonstrating in practice that we are dedicated
to meeting the security needs of our customers who entrust Marpoint with their
data,” said Mr. Anastasis Kyrkos from
Marpoint.

The ISO 27001:2013 certification demonstrates Marpoint’s commitment to protecting
the security needs of its customers

reports users across the business will be
able to make more informed data-driven
decisions to improve business operations
and processes.
Alexander Buchmann, managing director of Hanseaticsoft said: “Data is the new
gold for ship managers. However, data
needs to be managed efficiently and analysed in a structured way so that businesses can clearly interpret it to make insightdriven decisions to achieve their goals and
objectives.
“This exciting integration offers new
opportunities for analysis and added value
for our clients. With the option to also
include data from external sources to create interactive reports, the possibilities are
unlimited – giving clients many more
options to take advantage of the benefits
that data analytics has to offer.”
Cloud Fleet Manager is web-based and
can be used without any installation. It
centralises all information and makes
insights available for all employees as well
as crews at sea.
Operators can gain a complete 360degree overview of their fleet and entire
operations, plus get rid of data silos and
data being replicated in different systems.
This facilitates better information
exchange between crews on the ship and
employees on shore.
The software suite comprises more than
25 applications including: Purchase,
Inspections & Audits, Schedule & Agents,
Crewing, Charter, Risk Assessment, and
Maintenance.

RINA and ShipParts.com partner
on digital equipment procurement
managers, ship repairers and shipyards)
will be seamless and integrated through
the use of a digital platform.
“The digitalisation of shipping industry
RINA and ShipParts.com have signed a
Strategic Cooperation Agreement to is accelerating. The future of the sector will
enhance the procurement efficiency of the be shaped by new technologies, bringing
with it benefits and new challenges.
shipping industry.
ShipParts.com and RINA will make the Through digitalisation we see a more effiprocurement of ship spare parts and cient and resilient shipping industry,” said
equipment faster, easier and more cost- Ms. Kelly Huang, commercial director,
efficient through this partnership. The con- Greater China for RINA.
Mr. Leo Liu, chief operating officer for
nection between offer (makers and the certification provider) and demand (ship ShipParts.com, said: “RINA has a rich heritage of 160
years and a
founding member of IACS.
Among the pioneers of maritime data platforms
with
RINACube,
RINA has stood
out delivering
tangible value
to Users. We
are privileged
to be partnering
with RINA in
delivering digital solutions to
Mr. Leo Liu, chief operating officer for ShipParts.com and Ms. Kelly
the maritime
Huang, commercial director, Greater China for RINA sign the agreement
industry.”
www.shipparts.com
www.rina.org
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driving the
maritime
transition
2 – 5 feb 2021
and beyond
SMM fuels change: with a powerful digital platform we
turn the world’s largest meeting place for the maritime
industry into a lasting global industry marketplace.
Join SMM DIGITAL – the maritime business hub, to see
what’s technologically possible, connect with peers and gain
fresh impetus for your business from the potential below:
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linkedin.com/company/smmfair

• 2,200+ companies from the entire maritime value chain
• 50,000 industry professionals from 120+ countries
• Top-notch conferences with insights into key topics
• 24/7 global online presence until SMM 2022

twitter.com/SMMfair
#SMMfair

facebook.com/SMMfair

youtube.com/SMMfair
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Digital Charts, Weather, Voyage Management

NaviGate is the right choice to help your fleet navigate efficiently safe

A MARITIME DIGITAL SOLUTION FROM

Features:


AVCS Digital Charts ordering and
updating



Port search database



Voyage Plan



MRV: Monitoring, Reporting,
Verification module



PAYS (CAIM certified)



Digital Publication ordering and
updating



Digital Publications overlay



Paper Charts and Publication
correction module (NtM)



Regulations by Flag States and
Maritime Authorities;



Paper charts and publications Outfit
Management integration





Display of AVCS Digital Charts with
AIO overlay

Interface with main navigation
sensors (GPS, Gyro, Speedlog,
Echosounder)



Check route against ENC dangers



6 days Weather and current
forecasts



Route Optimization and Risk
assessment



Navarea and Metarea Warnings
updated 4 times a
day




T&P corrections and overlay
Piracy Information Layer



Active route & Voyage Plan
automatic sending Ship to Shore



Web Based Management including
real time display of ship’s position
against planned route

Cyber Security protected memory
stick
 Environmental Overlay




NG STICK for easy internet update



Automatic routing AtoBviaC



Worldwide time zone database

ASIA
T: +852 8193 7375

EUROPE
T: +377 97 77 1545
T: +39 010 54 2304

MARORKA

GTT Digital Services
Offering a Smart Shipping service is essential
to support the maritime industry with regards
to reductions in emissions.

MARORKA

MARORKA

Energy Optimisation (RPM, Trim)

Achieve fuel savings
An energy efficient voyage execution with help of trim and speed optimisation can bring
significant fuel savings

Characteristics

Value

 Voyage planning based on simulations,
advanced modelling and ocean forecasts
that will bring:

 Simpler voyage planning

 Optimal speed and RPM profile for
minimized voyage costs for given routes
and ETAs
 Optimal trim that will lead to minimized
hull resistance.

 More economical voyages
 Reduce harmful emissions

 Planning and trim continuously optimised
during sea passage.

Applications

Key figures

 Reduce fuel cost

 Main engine fuel savings:

 More transparency

Requirements
 MFM, Torque meter

 Speed optimisation: up to 6% for fleet
and higher for individual voyages
 Trim optimisation: up to 3%

